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Typefaces are the clothes words wear, and just as we make judgments about people by the clothes 
they wear, so we make judgments about the information we’re reading by the typefaces. 
 




Times New Roman is a workhorse font that’s been successful for a reason. Yet it’s an open question 
whether its longevity is attributable to its quality or merely its ubiquity. 
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1 Sam McManis, What Your Font Choice Says About You, THE ROANOKE TIMES (Jan. 13, 2008), http://www.roa-
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Law reviews are scholarly journals, published periodically, containing consecutively paginated, article-
length writings on legal issues. Law reviews play an important role in modern legal scholarship. They 
provide a forum for law school faculty to disseminate their ideas and insights on historical and con-
temporary law. Often the quantity and quality of a new faculty member’s law review publications is a 
crucial determinate of whether that faculty member will attain tenure. Law reviews differ from journals 
in other scholarly fields most noticeably in that they are often edited by students rather than faculty 
and are rarely peer-reviewed. 
Writing is central to both law and legal scholarship. Good writing keeps readers engaged, 
which is an important factor given the long length of the average law review article. Yet even good 
writing can strain the eyes of the reader if the typography of the article is bad. To date, there has been 
no study of the typography of law reviews. This article provides a snapshot of the typography of all 
currently-published English language legal periodicals associated with United States law schools. The 
snapshot reveals in particular a heavy reliance among law reviews on standard system fonts such as 
Time New Roman. While there is nothing wrong with using Times New Roman, the dominance of a 
single font may indicate a lack of awareness among law review editors of the rich variety of fonts 
available. This article will provide advice to law review editors on how they can explore new options 
for improving the readability of their law reviews. It also provides resources for law librarians to assist 
law review editors engaged in the process of improving the typography of law reviews. 
2.0 History of Typography 
Typography has a rich history that can be traced back to the origin of written communication. The 
earliest forms of writing consisted of pictographs symbolizing physical objects and human emotions.3 
Over time, people needed more symbols to express more words.4 As ancient Mesopotamian societies 
grew more complex, pictographs could not keep up with the development of abstract ideas and com-
plex tasks requiring detailed record-keeping.5 Thus, new systems of written communication emerged. 
The Egyptians were perhaps the first to use pictographs to represent syllables and words with similar 
sounds.6 Over the course of centuries, the Egyptians developed phonograms, pictures representing 
syllables that could be combined to form words.7 Phoenician traders took this idea further by creating 
an alphabet of simple symbols each representing an individual sound.8 The Phoenician alphabet spread 
across the Mediterranean trade routes to the Greeks, who added vowels and new characters.9 Later, 
the Romans adopted the Greek alphabet along with Greek culture, adding more letters in the process.10 
The Romans forever shaped the subsequent history of typograph by carving their letters into buildings 
                                                          
3 Allan Haley, Capital Letters, FONTS.COM, https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-1/type-anat-










and monuments.11 These letters served as the basis for the development of capital letters in the Latin 
alphabet.12 Transcribing these works by hand was slow, laborious, and error-prone.13 
During the early Middle Ages following the collapse of the Western Roman Empire, monks 
had the primary responsibility for recording and transcribing the teachings of the Church.14 These 
monks copied texts by hand, which took time and skill to complete.15 Books were therefore rare and 
expensive.16 During the early Renaissance there was a revival of learning and a rising demand for faster 
and cheaper ways to disseminate knowledge.17 Moreover, the Latin alphabet developed slowly, with 
no clear-cut stages in the development of its letters.18 This changed when Charlemagne ascended the 
throne of the Holy Roman Empire in 771.19 His rule spurred the Carolingian Renaissance, a revival of 
art and culture in Western Europe.20 Charlemagne employed Alcuin, an English scholar, to reorganize 
the empire’s educational system.21 Alcuin began by standardizing a calligraphic style for the copying 
of manuscripts.22 This writing style came to be known as the Carolingian minuscule.23 Carolingian 
minuscules replaced the cursive form with independent letters and did away with many complicated 
ligatures.24 In the 1400s and 1500s, the first type designers used Carolingian minuscules as their model 
for the lowercase letters.25 
Johannes Gutenberg is commonly credited for inventing the printing press in the mid-1400s.26 
While the historical accuracy of this general statement is up for debate,27 Gutenberg is widely recog-
nized for at least synthesizing the various mechanical elements of printing into a practical method.28 
Gutenberg also invented the adjustable mold, enabling a wider or narrower character to be cast and 
thereby increasing the number of characters an artisan could replicate.29 The first set of letters sent to 
                                                          
11 Id. 
12 Id. 
13 Allan Haley, Gutenberg’s Invention, FONTS.COM, https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-4/influ-
ential-personalities/gutenbergs-invention (last visited May 30, 2016). 
14 Id. 
15 Emily N. Evans, Fonts, Typefaces, and IP Protection: Getting to Just Right, 21 J. OF PUB. INTELL. PROP. L. 307, 311 
(2014). 
16 Id. 
17 Allan Haley, Lowercase Letters, FONTS.COM, https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-1/type-








25 Id. The origin of the term lowercase and uppercase lies in the fact that metal type was stored in drawers with 
cases. The upper case, which was more difficult to access, contained the least used characters, which were the 
capital letters, while the lower case contained the minuscule letters so the typesetter could access these more 
quickly. Id. 
26 Haley, supra note 13. 
27 Some argue that Gutenberg did not invent the printing press, moveable type, or printing ink. Id. Moreover, alt-
hough Gutenberg’s Bible is considered the first book ever printed using moveable type, it was neither the first 
book printed using moveable type, nor even the first book Gutenberg printed using moveable type. Id. 
28 Id. 




the printing press were modeled after handwritten script.30 These reusable letters carved in metal 
blocks and stamped on paper formed the first fonts.31 Originally these were punchcut (carved reverse 
in metal at the end of a rod, then hammered into softer metal, creating an indent to be filled with hot 
liquid metal).32 These letter stamps were arranged in a frame in the reverse image of the text to be 
printed.33 They were then inked and stamped onto a page.34 
Before 1455, there were no printing presses or printed books in Europe.35 By 1500, three were 
printing presses in 245 European cities and over 20 million printed books.36 The printing press made 
it quick and easy to produce copies of written texts.37 It helped paved the way for the Reformation 
and the Enlightenment.38 Today, there are thousands of typefaces and innumerable typeset works. 
3.0 Legal Periodicals 
In this paper I focus on American law reviews and legal journals in part because they are unique among 
scholarly publications. In almost every other discipline the major scholarly journals are edited by pro-
fessional staff, and submissions are peer-reviewed by academic faculty.39 Law reviews, however, are 
usually edited by law students,40 and peer-review by law professors is still rare.41 Nevertheless, law 
reviews have played a key role in the legal profession, legal education, and legal reform by influencing 
lawyers, students, judges, and legislators.42 Most American Bar Association accredited law schools 
have a generalist law review as well as one or more subject-specific legal journals.43 
Early American legal periodicals were not edited by students. The first legal periodical in the 
United States was The American Law Journal and Miscellaneous Repertory, published from 1808 to 
1817.44 The oldest continually published law review is the University of Pennsylvania Law Review.45 46  
It began in 1852, when members of the Philadelphia Bar began publishing the American Law Regis-
ter.47 48 In 1908, the American Law Register changed its name to the University of Pennsylvania Law 
Review and American Law Register, and in 1945 it became simply the University of Pennsylvania Law 
                                                          





35 Haley, supra note 13. 
36 Id. 
37 Travis L. Manfredi, Sans Protection: Typeface Design and Copyright in the Twenty-First Century, 45 U.S.F.L. REV. 
841, 849 (2011). This threat to the rights of authors and publishers led to the passage of the Statute of Anne, the 
oldest ancestor of United States copyright law. Id. 
38 Haley, supra note 13. 
39 Michael L. Closen & Robert J. Dzielak, The History and Influence of the Law Review Institution, 30 AKRON L. REV. 
15, 43 (1996). 
40 Law Review, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009). 
41 Richard A. Posner, Against the Law Reviews, LEGAL AFF. (Dec. 2004), http://www.legalaffairs.org/issues/Novem-
ber-December-2004/review_posner_novdec04.msp. 
42 Closen & Dzielak, supra note 40, at 22. 
43 Closen & Dzielak, supra note 40, at 16. 
44 Closen & Dzielak, supra note 40, at 30. 
45 Edwin J. Greenlee, The University of Pennsylvania Law Review: 150 Years of History, 1875, 150 U. PA. L. REV. 1875, 
1875 (2002). 
46 Closen & Dzielak, supra note 40, at 31-32. 
47 Id. 
48 Greenlee, supra note 45. 
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Review.49 Students became its editors in the late 1800s.50 Student editors have existed since the 1870s, 
when the students at the Albany Law School created the Albany Law School Journal.51 
The volume of American legal scholarship grew exponentially in the 1900s, and there has been 
a steady rise in the number of legal periodicals printing this material.52 Since 1945, a new American 
law journal has been published every year.53 Specialized law journals boomed in the 1980s and 1990s.54 
Joe Christensen, Inc. is the leading printer of legal periodicals. Joe Christensen prints more 
than 330 legal periodicals, including more than 110 titles for those top 22 law schools.55 While Joe 
Christensen offers typesetting services to law reviews, law review editors have the option of perform-
ing the entire typesetting process in-house prior to submission to Joe Christensen for printing and 
binding.56 
4.0 Methodology 
My goal was to analyze the basic typographic features of every currently-published, student-edited 
American legal periodical. Because most legal periodicals publish electronic copies of their print pub-
lications, I decided not to include periodicals that published online-only content. To accomplish this 
goal, I first created a list of legal periodicals. I began with the HeinOnline Law Journal Library, a 
database containing 2,276 law and law-related periodicals.57 I cross-checked this list with the Current 
Index to Legal Periodicals, produced by University of Washington Gallagher Law Library,58 and the 
Law Journals Submissions and Ranking list,59 produced by Washington and Lee Law Library.60 From 
these lists, I removed periodicals that were: 
 not currently published 
 not edited by students61 
 not associated with an American university62 
 merely “law-related” 
 
                                                          
49 Closen & Dzielak, supra note 40, at 31-32. 
50 Greenlee, supra note 45. 
51 Closen & Dzielak, supra note 40, at 43-44. 
52 Alena Wolotira, From a Trickle to a Flood: A Case Study of the Current Index to Legal Periodicals to Examine the 
Swell of American Law Journals Published in the Last Fifty Years, 31 LEGAL REFERENCE SERV. Q. 150, 150 (2012). 
53 Id. at 151. 
54 Id. 
55 Joe Christensen, Inc., http://www.christensen.com/. 
56 Joe Christensen, Inc., Customer Handbook (2008 ed.), 51, available at https://www.law.berke-
ley.edu/files/JCI_Handbook.pdf. 
57 HeinOnline Law Journal Library, https://www.wshein.com/catalog/5758/. 
58 University of Washington Law School Gallagher Law Library, Current Index to Legal Periodicals (CILP), 
https://lib.law.washington.edu/cilp/cilp.html. 
59 Washington and Lee University School of Law, Law Library, Law Journals: Submissions and Ranking, 2008-2015, 
http://lawlib.wlu.edu/LJ/. 
60 I also included the ranking information from the Washington and Lee list into my data. I used the 2015 Com-
bined Score based on an Impact Factor Weight of 0.33. 
61 I retained periodicals that were jointly-edited by faculty and students. 
62 I did not limit this to law schools, thereby including the three most prominent student-edited legal periodicals 
published by undergraduates: the Grove City College Journal of Law and Public Policy, the Dartmouth Law Journal, 
and the Penn Undergraduate Law Journal. 
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These criteria narrowed my list to 692 periodicals. Although the HeinOnline Law Journal Li-
brary has full-text PDFs of most of these periodicals, these PDFs contain scanned images of the pages 
that did not preserve typographic information such as font names. Instead, I opted to use only the 
official PDFs created and distributed by the periodicals themselves, which preserve typographic in-
formation. I searched the website of each periodical for a full-text download of the periodical’s most 
recent published article.63 I removed periodicals from my list that: 
 did not have full-text downloads 
 required a purchase to download 
 had only scanned image PDFs 
 
After removing the legal periodicals that did not meet the above criteria, I narrowed my list 
from 692 to 555 legal periodicals. Using Adobe Acrobat Pro’s editing tools, I examined each of these 
periodicals for the following 15 typographic features: 
 abstract format (roman or italics)64 
 heading alignment (centered or aligned left) 
 heading format (title case, all caps, small caps, or large and small caps) 
 heading point size 
 heading typeface 
 line length (average number of characters in the lines of text)65 
 line spacing (vertical spacing between the lines of text) 
 note point size 
 note typeface66 
 paragraph spacing (first line indent, extra space between paragraph, or both) 
 sentence spacing (one space or two spaced between sentences) 
 text alignment (justified or aligned left/ragged right) 
 text hyphenation (breaking up words on the right side of a column)67 
 text point size 
 text typeface 
 
In the next section, I provide the results of my survey as well as best practices for each typo-
graphic feature. 
                                                          
63 Most articles I downloaded were published in 2016 or 2015, though some were older. 
64 Only 413 (74%) of the 555 articles had abstracts. 
65 To calculate the average, I used Microsoft Word’s word count tool to count the number of characters (including 
spaces) contained in the first paragraph of each article containing more than one line (minus the first and last line 
of the paragraph as they are typically not full lines). I then divided the number of characters by the number of lines 
and rounded to the nearest whole number. 
66 This includes footnotes and endnotes. 
67 I checked for hyphenation in both justified and aligned left/ragged right articles. Although hyphenation is usually 
paired with justified text, it can be used with aligned/left ragged right to reduce the rag. 
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5.0 Results & Best Practices 
5.1 Typefaces 
Perhaps no two words are misused as much in typography as typeface and font.68 A typeface is a 
collection of characters (letters, numbers, symbols, and punctuation marks) designed with a common 
style.69 In other words, a typeface is an alphabet with a specific design.70 A font is the physical embod-
iment of a typeface.71 In other words, a font is what people use to display a typeface on a screen or 
print a typeface on a piece of paper. In the era of metal type, a font consisted of the thousands of 
metal pieces used to stamp ink on a page. Historically, a single typeface had many fonts, as each size 
and weight of a typeface required a set of individual metal characters. In the digital era, a font consists 
of the computer files used to render a typeface in a computer program.72 
There are two main categories of typefaces: serif and sans serif. Serif typefaces have extra 
strokes (sometimes called “feet”) protruding from the ends of vertical strokes. Sans serif typefaces 
lack these extra strokes. The point of serifs is to guide the reader’s eye across a line of text. This is 
why serif fonts have been the traditional choice for long blocks of text, while sans serif fonts became 
popular in the world of large advertising signs. 
The top typefaces used by law reviews can be seen in Figure 1. The undisputed king of law 
review typefaces is Times New Roman at 53%. Moreover, Times is essentially the same typeface as 
Times New Roman, though they are sold by different foundries and have slight differences. Further-
more, Times Ten is a version of Times developed for text smaller than 12 points.73 Adding these three 
typefaces together reveals that 65% of legal periodicals use essentially the same typeface. The nearest 
rival, Century Schoolbook combined with its newer variant New Century Schoolbook together 
amount to 13%. This is followed by New Baskerville at 4%, Garamond at 2%, and Palatino along with 
its clone Book Antiqua at a combined 2%. While these results might not paint a picture of diverse 
typography, it should be noted that 13% of law reviews use other typefaces. These range from free 
system fonts to in-house designs. The list of all typefaces used in the body text of law reviews sorted 
by frequency can be seen in Table 1. The full list of journals and their typefaces sorted by journal 











                                                          
68 The confusion between these terms arises from the font menu in word processors. Users tend to associate the 
menu options with the typeface designs rather than the specific computer files used to generate those designs on 
their screen. JAMES FELICI, THE COMPLETE MANUAL OF TYPOGRAPHY: A GUIDE TO SETTING PERFECT TYPE 30 (2d ed. 2011). 





































Figure 1 - Text Typefaces of Law Reviews












Table 1 - Typefaces used in Law Review Text 
Typeface Frequency 
Times New Roman 290 
Century Schoolbook 59 
Times Ten 27 
Times 26 
New Baskerville 18 
Garamond 14 
Times Ten LT Std 10 
Book Antiqua 9 
New Century Schoolbook 9 
Palatino Linotype 6 
TNT Law Times 6 
A Garamond 5 
Century 5 
New Century Schoolbook LT Std 5 
Adobe Caslon Pro 4 
Cambria 4 
Minion 4 
Times New Roman PS 4 
Equity Text A 3 
Legal Modern 3 
Minion Pro 3 
Palatino 3 
Williams Caslon Text 3 
Baskerville 2 
Compugraphic Times 2 
Georgia 2 
New Baskerville ITC Pro 2 
New Baskerville Std 2 
Old Style Seven 2 
TNT Law Gara 2 
Yale Design 2 
A Caslon 1 
A Garamond Pro 1 
Baskerville Normal 1 
Baskerville Old Face 1 
Bembo 1 
Berkeley Oldstyle 1 
Berkeley Std 1 
Bookman 1 
Computer Modern 1 
Constantia 1 
Crimson 1 
Crimson Text 1 
Galliard 1 
Garamond Three 1 
Giovanni Std 1 
Iowa Law Review 1 
Iowan Old Style BT Pro 1 











It is worth comparing the overall results to the Top 25 Law Reviews as ranked by the Wash-
ington and Lee Law Library in 2015, as seen in Table 2. The top Law Reviews have a marginally more 
diverse collection of typefaces. The combined percentage of Times New Roman, Times, and Times 
Ten among the top 25 is 40% (down from 65%). Meanwhile, this list highlights some of the more 
unique typefaces selections among the top law reviews, including Crimson Text, Old Style Seven, 
Williams Caslon, Yale Design, and Iowa Law Review. 
 
Table 2 - Text Typefaces in the Top 25 Law Reviews 
W&L Rank Title Typeface 
1 Stanford Law Review Crimson Text 
2 Harvard Law Review Old Style Seven 
3 University of Pennsylvania Law Review Williams Caslon Text 
4 Columbia Law Review New Baskerville 
4 Yale Law Journal Yale Design 
6 Georgetown Law Journal Times 
7 UCLA Law Review Adobe Caslon Pro 
8 Michigan Law Review Minion 
9 Minnesota Law Review Century Schoolbook 
10 California Law Review Times New Roman 
11 Cornell Law Review Bookman 
12 Virginia Law Review Times New Roman 
13 Duke Law Journal Times Ten 
14 Texas Law Review Times New Roman 
15 Iowa Law Review Iowa Law Review 
16 New York University Law Review Times Ten 
17 Northwestern University Law Review Times New Roman 
19 Fordham Law Review Times New Roman 
20 Notre Dame Law Review New Baskerville 
21 Vanderbilt Law Review Century Schoolbook 
22 William & Mary Law Review Century Schoolbook 
23 University of Chicago Law Review Century Schoolbook 
24 Boston University Law Review Times New Roman 
25 Boston College Law Review Times New Roman 
 
Although Figure 1 only shows the typefaces used for the body text of legal periodicals, the 
figures for typefaces used for headings and footnotes look almost identical. This is because the vast 
majority of legal periodicals use the same typeface for all three parts of their articles. Only 10 legal 
periodicals used multiple typefaces, as shown in Table 3. Nine legal periodicals used a different type-




Table 3 - Law Reviews with Multiple Typefaces 
Title Headings Text Notes 
American University Business Law Review DIN A Garamond A Garamond 
Arkansas Law Review Helvetica Times New Roman Times New Roman 
George Washington Journal of Energy and Environmental Law Gill Sans A Garamond Pro A Garamond Pro 
I/S: A Journal of Law and Policy for the Information Society Times New Roman Georgia Georgia 
New York Law School Law Review Lucida Sans Adobe Caslon Pro Adobe Caslon Pro 
Northeastern University Law Journal Sofia Pro Iowan Old Style BT Pro Iowan Old Style BT Pro 
Southern University Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Calibri 
Stanford Technology Law Review Times New Roman Crimson Crimson 
The Crit: A Critical Studies Journal Times Times New Roman Times New Roman 




The choice of typeface is a good indication of the level of care taken by a publication.74 Times 
New Roman is an overused system font.75 Choosing Times New Roman is actually more akin to an 
absence of choice. The quickest way for law reviews to improve their appearance and readability is to 
use a professional typeface.76 A professional typeface imparts the benefits of a professional designer’s 
skills without having to hire one.77 
There is no one right answer when choosing the best typeface for a publication.78 Even bed-
rock principles have their critics. Many typographers maintain that only serif typefaces should be used 
for body text because the serifs guide the reader’s eye along the lines of text.79 Others, however, point 
to research indicating that the eye moves across the page sporadically rather than in smooth sweeps, 
negating the alleged benefit of serifs.80 Nevertheless, serif typefaces remain the conventional choice 
for body text.81 
Consistency and variety both have their virtues and vices. A law reviews can look great using 
a single typeface with varying sizes and weights, though adding a different typeface for headings or 
footnotes can increase the visual impact of articles.82 Typeface mixing works best when each typeface 
has a different role to play, such as one for body text and another for headings.83 A little contrast can 
go a long way; if body text is in a serif typeface, then headings can use a sans serif to provide contrast.84 
It is a good idea to mix fonts from the same type designer because there is a higher likelihood that the 
styles will not clash with one another.85 
5.2 Headings 
Headings and subheadings are signposts guiding the reader through the logical structure of an article.86 
All 555 of the law reviews examined in this study used headings. I assessed these headings for their 
alignment, formatting, and organization. I only looked that the top-level headings during this survey 
(in other words, I did not examine subheadings). The overwhelming number of law reviews use center 
alignment, large and small caps formatting, and traditional outline organization. 
Of the 555 law reviews in this study, 436 (79%) centered their top-level headings in the middle 
of the page, while the other 119 used aligned their headings to the left margin with various amounts 




                                                          
74 Benjamin J. Keele, Law Libraries as Publishers: Choosing a Better Font, ALL-SIS NEWSLETTER 12, available at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2758907. 
75 MATTHEW BUTTERICK, TYPOGRAPHY FOR LAWYERS 78 (2d ed. 2015). 
76 Matthew Butterick, Typography in Ten Minutes, in Butterick’s Practical Typography (2016), http://practicaltypog-
raphy.com/typography-in-ten-minutes.html. 
77 Id. 
78 BUTTERICK, supra note 75, at 111. 
79 Allan Haley, Serif v. Sans for Text, FONTS.COM, https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontology/level-2/mak-
ing-type-choices/serif-v-sans-for-text (last visited May 30, 2016). 
80 Id. 
81 Ilene Strizver, Serif vs. Sans for Text in Print, FONTS.COM, https://www.fonts.com/content/learning/fontol-
ogy/level-1/type-anatomy/serif-vs-sans-for-text-in-print (last visited May 30, 2016). 
82 ROBERT BRINGHURST, THE ELEMENTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC STYLE 102 (4th ed. 2013). 
83 Butterick, supra note 75, at 110. 
84 ERIK SPIEKERMANN, STOP STEALING SHEEP & FIND OUT HOW TYPE WORKS 97 (3d ed. 2013). 
85 Butterick, supra note 75, at 110. 
86 Butterick, supra note 75, at 90. 
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Table 4 - Heading Alignment  
Centered 436 79% 
Aligned Left 119 21% 
 
Of the 555 law reviews in this study, 431 (78%) used LARGE AND SMALL CAPS to format for 
their top-level headings, 83 (15%) used ALL CAPS, 39 (7%) used Title Case, and two (0.3%) used 
SMALL CAPS. I summarize these figures in Table 5. 
 
Table 5 - Heading Format 
Large and Small Caps 431 78% 
All Caps 83 15% 
Title Case 39 7% 
Small Caps 2 0.3% 
 
Of the 555 law reviews in this study, 551 (99%) used traditional outline organization, almost 
all of which followed the standard format of starting with a Roman numeral (I.), followed by an up-
percase letter (A.), followed by a Hindu-Arabic numeral (1.), followed by a lowercase letter (a.). There 
are two law reviews consistently using tiered number hierarchies (1., 1.1, 1.1.1) and two law reviews 
using no hierarchical organization. I summarize these figures in Table 6. 
 
Table 6 - Heading Organization 
Outline Format 551 99% 
Tiered Numbers 2 0.3% 
No Hierarchy 2 0.3% 
 
Tiered number formats (like those in this paper) are preferred by technical writers over tradi-
tional outlining because they allow the reader to always know where they are in the hierarchy and 
because they avoid the confusion caused by Roman numerals.87 The use of all caps in law reviews 
raises typographic concerns. All caps can be perceived as shouting, and it makes it difficult to read the 
words of the heading because all of the lettershapes have the same vertical height.88 Lowercase letters 
make up the majority of our written language because the alternating heights of the lowercase letters 
aid the eye in identifying individual words. 
5.3 Point Size 
Point size refers to the vertical height of characters. One point is equal to 1/72 inch.89 Traditional 
body text ranges from 5 to 12-point type.90 
The minimum point size found in the top-level headings of the law reviews in this study was 
8.5pt, and the maximum was 16pt. The most common sizes are, in order of frequency: 11pt (270), 
12pt (115), 10.5pt (65), 10pt (54), and 11.5pt (30).  
The minimum point size found in the body text was 9pt, and the maximum was 14pt. The 
most common sizes are, in order of frequency: 11pt (286), 12pt (86), 10pt (77), 10.5pt (72), and 11.5pt 
(28). 
                                                          
87 Butterick, supra note 75, at 107. 
88 ELLEN LUPTON, THINKING WITH TYPE: A CRITICAL GUIDE FOR DESIGNERS, WRITERS, EDITORS, & STUDENTS 52 (2d ed. 2010). 
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The minimum point size found in the footnotes and endnotes 7pt, and the maximum was 14. 
The most common sizes are, in order of frequency: 8pt (186), 9pt (144), 8.5pt (115), 10pt (76), and 
9.5pt (17). 
Of the 555 law reviews in the study, 480 (86%) used the same point size for headings as they 
did for the body text. Only 75 law reviews used a different point size for headings. Of these, the most 
common practice was to increase the size of the headings by 1pt, the next most common was by 2pt, 
and the third most common was by 0.5pt. 
A common typographic rule is that headings should be larger than surrounding text.91 Many 
of the law reviews in this survey had headings that were exactly the same size as the body text. These 
headings could be more legible if they had a slightly increased point size. 
5.4 Line Length 
Line length refers to the horizontal length of lines of text. This is typically measured by the number 
of characters appearing in the text, including spaces.92 The average line length should be 45 to 90 
characters.93 This is important because line length is one of the core determinants of readability. Lines 
that are too short cause the eyes to jump back and forth from one end of the paper to the other too 
quickly. Lines that are too long may cause the reader to lose their place when jumping from one line 
to the next, resulting in delay and frustration.94 
In the 555 law reviews in this survey, the minimum average line length was 46 characters 
(including spaces) and the maximum was 102. While none of the law reviews were below the recom-
mended 45-character minimum, 15 law reviews had line lengths that exceeded the recommended 90-
character maximum. 
5.5 Alignment 
Alignment refers to the way the lines of the text are spread out across the page. There are two main 
ways of structuring the alignment. First, there is lift aligned/ragged right. This means the lines will all 
start in a uniform manner on the left side of the page, but will have varying lengths as the lines run 
out of room at different rates on the right. This gives the text visual interest and avoids having rivers 
of white space form due to uneven word spacing.95 The other system is justified text, which causes the 
lines to be stretched so they all start and end uniformly on both sides of the page (as I use in this 
paragraph). This causes extra spaces to form between words as the extra space that would appear on 
the ragged right is distributed across the entire line. The benefit is that the text has a cleaner and more 
formal look.96 This raises the danger, however, of rivers of white space running through the lines 
disrupting readability.97 The primary method for mitigating excess white space is to use hyphenation 
to break up long words at the right edge, reducing the amount of white space that must be distributed. 
It is good typographic practice to always use hyphenation when using justification.98 
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Of the 555 law reviews in this survey, 546 (98%) used justified body text, while only nine used 
left aligned/ragged right. Only 168 (30%) used hyphenation to break up words on the right edge of 
the body text, while 387 (70%) did not. Justification is by far the favorite typographic layout of law 
reviews. This makes sense, since the goal is to give a professional appearance. Unfortunately, many of 
these justified texts do not enjoy the benefit of hyphenation. This is a simple matter to fix. Modern 
word processors can automatically add hyphens to justified text based on a mathematical formula 
designed to reduce extra white space. Law review editors simply need to turn this feature on to reduce 
gaps in their articles. 
5.6 Paragraph Spacing 
Paragraphs are literary inventions designed to divide masses of text into reasonable portions.99 Para-
graph spacing refers to the way in which a text indicates the start of a new paragraph. There are two 
main ways of doing this: indenting and adding space between paragraphs. While typographers do not 
necessarily prefer one over the other, they eschew using both because there is no need to use two 
signals where one will do.100 
Of the 555 law reviews in this survey, 484 (87%) used indenting alone to separate their para-
graphs from one another, while 67 (12%) used both indenting and various degrees of spacing, and 
only four (1%) used spacing alone. These results suggest that most law reviews follow the appropriate 
practice of using only one signal to indicate the start of a new paragraph. There are still quite a few 
law reviews, however, that use both. Perhaps the most striking feature of these results is the unpopu-
larity of using spacing alone. 
5.7 Line Spacing 
Line spacing refers to the amount of vertical space placed between individual lines of text. In the days 
of metal type, this was referred to as “leading” because strips of lead were placed between the metal 
type to add the white space.101 Today, we know of this process as single-spacing and double-spacing, 
because typewriters could only create white space between lines in increments equaling the vertical 
height of a single line.102 Modern word processors have the ability to add finer increments, which is 
better because single-spacing is often too cramped and double-spacing too loose. 
Of the 555 law reviews in this survey, the minimum line spacing was 1.04, and the maximum 
was 2.30. Eight law reviews had line spacing of 2.0 or greater (i.e. double-spacing). Overall, law reviews 
do an excellent job of breaking with the typewriter tradition of using only single or double space. Most 
law reviews exhibit finer gradations to aid readability. 
5.8 Sentence Spacing 
Sentence spacing refers to the amount of white space between sentences. In the days of typewriters, 
it was common to use two spaces between sentences. Today, the rule among typographers is to always 
put exactly one space between sentences (to be more precise, only one space after any punctuation).103 
This is because rivers of white space tend to form in text when extra space is added.104 Adding two 
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spaces also ruins the tone or color of the text and makes it less readable by disrupting the movement 
of the eye across the page.105 
Of the 555 law reviews in this survey, 390 (70%) used one space between sentences. The other 
165 (30%) used two spaces between sentences. While it is good news that the majority of law reviews 
follow modern typographic wisdom, it is concerning that so many still follow bad habits from the 
typewriter era. 
5.9 Abstracts 
Abstracts are intended to be quick and easy ways for the reader to ascertain the content of an article 
before delving into the reading. Therefore, the abstract is one of the most important parts of the law 
review article. It determines how much content the reader will consume. 
Of the 413 law reviews in this survey that had abstracts, 262 (63%) italicized their abstracts, 
while 151 (37%) used regular roman type. It is interesting that so many law reviews use italics in their 
abstracts. Italics are essentially slanted roman characters. Italics originated in the cursive form of the 
Italian hand on which roman types were based. The earliest italic type was designed by Venetian printer 
Aldus Manutius in 1501 for his pocket books because the italics cut down paper costs by taking up 
less space.106 Today italics are one of the main ways of adding emphasis to a text (along with bold).107 
Yet italics are harder to read than either roman or bold type. Italics are therefore most effective 
when used sparingly. If used too much, italics make text look frenetic and slow the reader down.108 
There is also an important difference between computer-generated sloped romans (pseudo italics) and 
professionally-designed true italics. Pseudo italics are often too wide and ungainly, looking like regular 
roman letters that have been bent into unnatural shapes.109 Typographers prefer the well-balanced 
look of true italics instead. Therefore, it is better if abstracts moved in the direction of using only 
roman type or true italics to aid readability. This will help readers decide whether to read the article. 
6.0 Typography for Librarians 
6.1 Font Purchasing 
Law review editors looking to increase the typographic sophistication of their law reviews may choose 
to purchase a professional font or two from a type foundry. This may be a difficult undertaking for 
law student editors, who only serve in their editorial roles for one or two years. Law librarians, by 
contrast, stay within the institution for much longer periods of time, and therefore have the institu-
tional memory to aid law review editors in achieving their goals. This section focuses on the issues 
involved in buying new typefaces. 
First, it is important to keep in mind that free fonts are usually developed by amateur hobbyists 
rather than professional type designers, and are therefore usually poor choices for professional publi-
cations such as law reviews.110 Free fonts have poor spacing and incomplete character sets, and many 
are stolen property distributed without consent.111 The best professional fonts are better than any 
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system font or free font in ways that are easy to appreciate.112 For professional quality fonts, law review 
editors should seek out the catalogs of specific designers or major type foundries.113 The three most 
prominent type foundries to be aware of are Monotype (founded in 1897),114 Linotype (founded in 
1886 and acquired my Monotype in 2006),115 and the FontShop (founded in 1989).116 
Second, when purchasing a new typeface, it is important to know what you are looking for in 
a typeface. Each typeface has an entire family of fonts in different weights, sizes, and style that might 
have to be purchased separately. Specific members of a font family worth acquiring include true small 
caps, true bold and true italics.117 These different versions may be included in a single font file, so it is 
important to clarify what styles are included before completing the purchase. A complete family of 
fonts gives editors more flexibility in the setting of text.118 
Third, it is important to understand the differences between font file formats. PostScript and 
TrueType formats are outdated. The latest format is OpenType,119 and it offers important new features 
such as multi-platform support so that it will run on both Mac and Windows operating systems. Open-
Type can include far more characters than the 256 permitted in PostScript and TrueType. An Open-
Type font could include numerous font styles such as extended ligature sets, swashes, alternate char-
acters, fractions, ordinals, proportional figures, tabular figures, and foreign language characters.120 
Moreover, OpenType fonts have algorithms to determine when to insert ligatures, swashes, or special 
characters in word processors. 121 
Fourth, keep in mind that font names can be confusing. Certain font names are trademarked 
and are therefore distinct. Names of famous typographers are not trademarked, however, and those 
names are included in the names of many different fonts. Moreover, some fonts with trademarked 
names are re-designed and released under slightly different names.122 Do not depend on name recog-
nition alone when choosing a new font. Look at the samples to determine the quality. 
Fifth, keep in mind that a type foundry business depends on selling licenses to download a 
font program and display a certain typeface.123 When you purchase a font, you accept an end user 
license agreement.124 Licenses are generally granted per user or per computer, and will explicitly state 
what users can and cannot do with a font.125 It is important to read the terms of the licensing agreement 
before completing the purchase to understand the limitations it may impose on the ability of a law 
review to complete its editing and printing tasks. These licenses typically limit:126 
 The number of copies of the font file that can be made 
 The number of people who can use a single copy of the font file 
 The number of printers on which the font can be used at one time 
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 The permissibility of making and distributing copies of the font file 
 
Finally, while it is not the goal of this article to say what fonts law reviews should be using, 
here is a list of fonts that professionals typically recommend as alternatives to Time New Roman. 
They share common features: they do not have extraordinary contrast, their x-heights are generous 
but not too tall, and they do not call attention to themselves with flashy features or design quirks.127 
 Adobe Garamond 
 Equity 
 Gilliard 
 Goudy Old Style 
 Le Monde Journal 
 Linotype Caslon 540 
 Linotype Palatino 
 Linotype Sabon 
 Monotype Bembo 
 New Baskerville 
 Starling 
 Stempel Garamond 
 Tiempos 
 Verdigris 
6.2 Intellectual Property 
Law librarians who desire to help law review editors upgrade the typography of their law reviews need 
to be aware of the intellectual property protections afforded to fonts. There have been major lawsuits 
alleging copyright infringement of fonts, and the number is increasing.128 
Historically, fonts were not protected by copyright in the United States because they were 
considered useful items.129 In the days of metal type, fonts did not need copyright protections because 
it was difficult to copy fonts without permission due to the time, labor, costs, and skills involved in 
casting metal type. 130 In the digital age, however, copying font files without permission is quick and 
easy, thus necessitating some form of protection to incentivize the creation of new typefaces. 
The current Copyright Act was passed in 1976.131 According to that law, copyright protection 
subsists in original works of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression.132 Copyright laws 
protect a variety of categories of expressive works, including pictorial and graphic works. Typefaces 
fall into this category. There is an important limitation, however, as a design that is also a useful article 
is considered a pictorial or graphic work only to the extent that the design incorporates pictorial or 
graphic features that can be identified separately from, and are capable of existing independently of, 
the utilitarian aspects of the article. A design is useful if it has intrinsic utilitarian function beyond its 
appearance, or if the design elements show a merger of aesthetic and functional considerations. This 
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merger doctrine prevents copyright for the expression of an idea if there are only a few ways of ex-
pressing it.133 
On these grounds, typeface designs are un-copyrightable.134 Although a typeface may be a 
work of applied art, copyright protection only extends to artistic aspects of its form, not its utilitarian 
attributes.135 Typefaces are inherently utilitarian because their goal is to facilitate the communication 
of text. The most important case on point is Eltra Corp. v. Ringer, 579 F. 2d 294 (4th Cir. 1978), in 
which the Fourth Circuit held that typefaces are industrial designs in which the designs cannot exist 
independently and separately as works of art.136 
While the design of a typeface is not eligible for protection, the Copyright Office in 1992 said 
the computer program used to render a typeface on screen (i.e. the font file) is protected because it 
may involve original computer instructions. The position was confirmed in 1998 in Adobe v. Southern 
Software, 216 F. Supp. 2d 1051 (N.D. Cal. 2002).137 According to the federal court, computer pro-
grams are protectable as literary works, and they do not lose copyright protection because the output 
(the typeface) is not copyrightable.138 This can be explained by the way computer fonts are generated. 
Early computer fonts were bitmapped images, which were static.139 Computer fonts soon switched to 
describing the lines and curves of letters, allowing the same computer font to describe the same letter 
in all sizes whether on screen or in printer instructions.140 These newer computer fonts used a set of 
points to describe the outside of the letter, allowing the outline to be enlarged or shrunk by increasing 
or decreasing the distance between the points.141 The software connects the points and shades the 
letter. Describing curves requires creativity in deciding the most efficient way to connect points.142 A 
copyrightable computer code is the end result.143 
There are two other intellectual property rights to be aware of. First, the names of typefaces 
may be trademarked. This is not usually a big concern for users because trademarks only protect the 
use of the name in commerce, not the design of the typeface.144 Second, design patents may also be 
used to protect the ornamental parts of a letter, beyond the parts that are merely utilitarian.145 Type 
foundries and designers have not used this protection as much because it only lasts for 14 years, 
whereas a copyright lasts the life of the author plus 70 years.146 
6.3 Legibility & Readability 
Law librarians and student editors should be aware of the important distinction within the type indus-
try between legibility and readability. Legibility is the clarity of individual characters and how easily 
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they are deciphered.147 Readability is the ease with which the eye can pick out words and groups of 
words at a glance.148 Readability thus concerns the visual comfort when reading typeset material.149 A 
good text face allows readers to read at higher speeds and for longer periods without tiring.150 Reada-
bility is primarily affected by choice of typeface, point size, inter-character spacing, and leading.151 
Of the two goals, readability should be of greater interest to law reviews because the reader 
must be comfortable reading long law review articles with many footnotes. This is why it is important 
for law review editors to not only choose a good professional typeface, but to also focus on how they 
use that typeface with text formatting and page layout.152 
Whereas the body text must be highly readable to facilitate the reader’s consumption of the 
printed word, legibility can play a more prominent role in the headings of a law review article. Headings 
provide signposts for the reader when navigating the logical hierarchy of an article as opposed to 
reading it straight through. Therefore, headings are ideal when they facilitate easy character recogni-
tion, so the reader can quickly ascertain the content contained under that heading. This is somewhat 
mitigated by the fact that law review headings can be very long, requiring more readability. Nonethe-
less, law review editors may find it worthwhile to think about using a different typeface in the headings 
that will better grab reader attention with highly legible characters. 
A legible typeface benefits from open counters, large x-heights, and obvious character 
shapes.153 A famous typographic maxim is that the most legible typefaces are “transparent” to the 
reader; meaning they do not call undue attention to themselves.154 The metaphor of “transparent type” 
was developed by Beatrice Warde, as she compared good typography to a crystal goblet that unobtru-
sively shows you the liquid within (i.e. the content of the text).155 Other typographers have taken issue 
with this metaphor, noting that without typography the content would be invisible.156 Nevertheless it 
is worth keeping in mind that a typeface does not need to be flashy to be legible. 
6.4 Online Publishing 
Today, there is no need to use special screen fonts. In the early days of computers, computer screens 
suffered from poor resolution compared to print. During the first 20 years of digital typography, com-
puter screens remained in the range of 75 dots per inch.157 Adobe, Apple, and Microsoft developed 
technologies to make digital fonts look better on screen.158 For example, anti-aliasing technology was 
developed to create the appearance of smooth curves on the screen by changing the brightness of the 
pixels or sub-pixels along the edges of each letterform. 159 Microsoft played a key role in developing 
ClearType, a font smoothing technology incorporated into Windows XP. Typographer Matthew 
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Carter developed Verdana and Georgia for Microsoft with features such as large x-height and open 
contours to maximize screen legibility.160 These screen fonts are still popular as website fonts.161 
However, screens have much higher resolution now and are more paper-like than ever be-
fore.162 Therefore, there is decreasing need to make special accommodations for screen reading. Digital 
type works by scaling a character shape to a certain size and activating pixels that are inside the shape.163 
The quality of digital type depends on the number of pixels available (resolution, measured in dots per 
inch) and the number of colors each pixel can display (color depth, measured in bits per pixel).164 But 
reading is constrained by the physiology of the eye. The eye’s limit of perceivable detail is 1-2 
arcminutes (an arcminute is 1/60th of an angular degree in the field of vision).165 Pixels smaller than 
1 arcminute are superfluous because we cannot resolve differences that small.166 This means fonts 
used for print will work just as good on modern screens that have surpassed these barriers. Screen-
optimized fonts thus have no special benefit for today’s screens.167 
One thing to keep in mind is that color is free on the web. Using different colors adds beauty 
and drama to a publication and can help reinforce functional hierarchies of content.168 Very few law 
reviews have taken advantage of the ability to add color to their online publications. This is an area 
where there is great room for creativity and experimentation. 
6.5 Typography Terminology 
Understanding typography terms is important. As in any profession, type designers have a specialized 
vocabulary to talk about the different parts of letters.169 A librarian who becomes familiar with these 
terms will have an easier time communicating about typefaces and their characteristics. Knowing these 
terms also aids recognition of the underlying structure of various typefaces and the differences among 
them.170 Many of these terms are analogies to human anatomy.171 Just as different human bodies share 
essentially the same features but with unique characteristics, the same is true for typefaces.172 While 
there are many typeface glossaries available online,173 I have summarized the main terms here. The 
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Aperture A partially enclosed space inside characters created by an open counter (e.g. the space in-
side the ‘n’). 
Apex A point at the top of a letter where two strokes meet (e.g. the top of the ‘A’). 
Arc (Arch) A curved contour of a letter (e.g. the bottom portion of the ‘j’). 
Arm A horizontal stroke in a character that does not connect to a stem (e.g. the upward strokes 
of the ‘V’). 
Ascender A part of a lowercase letter that extends above the x-height (e.g. the upward stroke of the 
‘b’). 
Axis An imaginary line drawn from the top of a glyph to its bottom bisecting the upper and lower 
strokes. 
Ball Terminal A terminal that ends in a circular shape. 
Baseline An imaginary line upon which the letters appear to rest. 
Beak A terminal that ends in a triangular shape. 
Body Height An imaginary area that encompasses the entirety of each character in a font. The height of 
the body equals the point size. The width of the body is the width of the specific character. 
Bowl A curved stroke that encloses the counter of a character (e.g. the lower part of the ‘d’). 
Bracket (Fillet) A curved or wedge-like connection between the stems and serifs of some fonts. 
Cap Height The height from the baseline to the top of the uppercase letters. 
Counter An enclosed or partially enclosed circular or curved negative space (or white space) of some 
characters (e.g. the inside of the ‘o’). 
Cross Bar An enclosed horizontal stroke across the middle of a character (e.g. the middle stroke in the 
‘A’). 
Cross Stroke A horizontal stroke that intersects the stem of the ‘f’ and ‘t’. 
Crotch The inside angle where two strokes in a character meet (e.g. the inside bottom of the ‘v’). 
Descender A part in a lowercase letter that extends below the baseline (e.g. the downward stoke of 
the ‘y’). 
Diagonal Stroke An angled stroke (e.g. the middle part of the ‘Z’) 
Double Story (Two 
Story) 
An ‘a’ or ‘g’ with two counters (enclosed white spaces). 
Ear A decorative flourish on the upper right side of a bowl (particularly in the ‘g’). 
Eye The enclosed space in the ‘e’. 
Finial A curved or tapered end of a stroke that has no serif. 
Flag The horizontal stroke at the top of the ‘5’. 
Foot A part of a stem that rests on the baseline. 
Hairline The thinnest stroke in a typeface. 
Hook A curved, protruding stroke in the terminal of the ‘f’, ‘J’, and ‘j’. 
Joint (Junction) A spot where a stroke joins a stem. 
Leg The down-sloping stroke in the letter ‘K’, ‘k’, and ‘R’. 
Link (Neck) The small, curved connecting stroke between the upper bowl and lower loop in the double-
story ‘g’. 
Loop (Lobe) The enclosed or partially enclosed bottom counter of the double-story ‘g’. 
Midline (Mean-
line) 
The imaginary line that rests on top of the body of the lowercase letters, disregarding as-
cenders. 
Overshoot The amount of space a letter extends beyond comparable letters with flat tops or bottoms. 
Serif A projection extending off the main strokes of a character of a serif typeface. 
Shoulder The curved part projecting downward from a stem in the lowercase ‘h’, ‘m’, and ‘n’. 
Single Story (One 
Story) 
An ‘a’ or ‘g’ with only one counter (enclosed white space). 
Spine The main curved stroke in the letter ‘S’ and ‘s’. 
Spur A small protruding part off a main stroke, often where a curve meets a straight stem. 
Stem A vertical or diagonal stroke in a character. 
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Stress The direction of thickening in a curved stroke. 
Stroke A straight or curved line. 
Swash A fancy flourish on a letter, either as a new part or as a modification of an existing part (e.g. 
an elongation of the tail of the ‘Q’).  
Tail The descender of the ‘Q’ (also sometimes referring to the downward stroke in the ‘R’). 
Teardrop Terminal A terminal that resolves into teardrop shape. 
Terminal The end of any stroke that lacks a serif. 
Tittle The dot on the ‘i’ and ‘j’. 
Vertex A point at the top or bottom of a character where two strokes meet (e.g. the inside bottom 
of the ‘V’). 
X-height The height of the lowercase letters, disregarding ascenders or descenders, typically exem-
plified by the ‘x’. 
6.6 Font Abbreviations 
Understanding abbreviations in font names is important. These have roots in the days when there 
were strict limits on the length of font menu names.174 These abbreviations typically stand for foundry 
names, font widths, font weights, and file types. The most important abbreviations to be aware of 






Bl, Blk Black 
Cm, Comp Compressed 
Cn, Con, Cond Condensed 
D, Disp Display 
Dm, Demi Demibold 
Ex, Ext Extra or Extended 
Exp Expanded 
FB Font Bureau 
FF FontFont 
Hv, Hvy Heavy 
ITC International Typeface Corporation 




LTC Lanston Type Co. 
Md, Med Medium 
M, Mono Monospaced 
MT Monotype 
Nr, Narr Narrow 
Ob, Obl Oblique 
OsF Oldstyle Figures 
OT OpenType 
Pro Professional Version 
                                                          




PS PostScript or Proportionally Spaced 
Reg, Rg Regular 
SC Small Caps 
Sm, Semi Semibold 




T1 PostScript Type 1 
Th Thin 
TT, TTF TrueType 
Ult Ultra 
6.7 Typeface Identification 
One of the great things about typography is that you can find it everywhere. Occasionally, law review 
editors or other patrons may stumble upon an unlabeled typeface that they really like and need to 
identify. Law librarians should be aware of the free resources at their disposal for helping students and 
other patrons find the name of the font they seek. 
If the font is in a PDF, and that PDF was created with Adobe or converted directly from a 
word file rather than consisting of scanned pages, then Adobe Acrobat Pro’s editing tools can be used 
to find the name of the font. This may not always work, however, if the font file has restrictions on 
font embedding. 
If the font is on a website, then you can use your internet browser’s inspect command to see 
the particular font rendered on the website. The Mozilla Firefox browser works the best for this pur-
pose because its inspection window has a “Fonts” tab that clearly displays the names of the fonts on 
the website. 
If the font is from a book, journal, or magazine, then look for a colophon within the printed 
material (towards the front or back) or on the organization or publisher’s website. A colophon is a 
brief statement from the author or publisher containing information about the publication, including 
the typefaces used within. 
If none of these methods works, and contacting the author or publisher also fails to yield 
results, the next best option is to use an internet forum. MyFonts.com WhatTheFont Forum allows 
you to upload a sample of a font for type experts to identify.175 It is best to try to upload a distinct 
sample that captures the unique features of a font, such as the letters g, y, a, e, or t.176 The type experts 
will mark the case Solved, Unsolved, or Not A Font (because the sample is a logo or was hand-
drawn).177 There is even a WhatTheFont app that allows you to take a photo of a sample for direct 
upload to the forum.178 
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If none of these methods work, there may be a last resort in contacting the experts at typog-
raphy museums. The two most prominent museums dedicated to typography are the Type Archive in 
London179 and the Hamilton Wood Type and Printing Museum in Wisconsin.180 
6.8 Font Management 
Once a law review or law school has acquired a new font, there may be confusion about how best to 
manage it. This is an area where law librarians can show off their technical expertise. Fortunately, font 
management is not difficult. 
Font managers are programs that help organize and manage large numbers of fonts on com-
puters.181 For operating systems to insert font information into word processor applications, the fonts 
must first be installed. Usually these font files must be stored in a place where the operating system 
knows to look for them. With a font management program, fonts can be stored in folders other than 
those specified by the operating system.182 Font managers are also particularly useful because they 
allow users to install or remove fonts individually or collectively at any time.183 They also allow users 
to build font sets for specific jobs.184 Rather than storing all fonts in a single heap, font managers allow 
users to organize fonts according to criteria such as format, style, and usage.185 Mac OS X includes its 
own font-management program called Font Book.186 Unfortunately, Windows does not have a so-
phisticated pre-installed font manager, necessitating purchase of a third party product.187 The market 
leader in font managers is the Extensis Suitcase.188 
Another thing to keep in mind is document portability. When a document travels from one 
computer to another, there is no assurance the receiving computer will have the fonts necessary to 
display the document properly.189 Embedding a font in a document such as a PDF can help solve this 
problem by ensuring the font will display correctly even on computers lacking the document’s font.190 
Fonts can be embedded in their entirety or as a subset containing only the characters that appear in 
the document.191 The benefits of embedding only a subset are a reduced file size. The dangers of 
embedding only a subset are the limitation it imposes on future editing if there is a typo involving a 
missing character and that character was not included in the embedding.192 Some font designers in-
clude a piece of  code in their font files preventing font embedding.193 Some font vendors also stipulate 
in their user licenses that font embedding is forbidden.194 Prior to purchasing a new typeface, it is a 
good idea to check a font license to see if font embedding will be allowed, and to check the properties 
of a font file to see if font embedding is blocked. 
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6.9 Typeface Design 
Some law review editors may be interested in creating their own unique typeface for their journal (or 
perhaps hiring a type designer to create one for them). Law librarians can help facilitate this process 
if they know the basic steps involved. There are font-editing programs that allow you to create fonts 
from scratch.195 Fontlab is one of the leading programs allowing designers to create functional fonts 
that work seamlessly with standard software programs such as InDesign and Photoshop.196 These 
programs contain tools to help draw and edit character outlines.197 
The first step in designing a typeface is to define the basic concepts, such as whether it will 
have serifs or not.198 The next step is to create drawings, which can be done digitally or with pencil 
and paper. It is standard industry practice to start with a few core letters, such as o, u, h, and n, because 
the curves, lines, and shapes in these letters will inform most of the other letters in the new font. While 
all of the letters in a typeface are distinct from each other, they should share common features such 
as x-height (the height of lowercase letters), line weight (the thickness of the lines), and stress (the 
slant of the line weights). Finally, it is important to control the spacing of the new typeface by adding 
blank areas next to each character as well as creating a kerning table to determine the optimal distance 
between particular pairs of characters.199 Producing a complete typeface is not an easy task, but it can 
be a rewarding one. 
Law review editors can also use font editing programs to edit or add characters to existing 
font.200 Almost any part of a font can be edited, including lettershapes, character sets, word-spacing, 
kerning tables, and character substitution.201 Law editors must be cautious with editing a font because 
the terms of its license may forbid editing. Monotype’s standard license, for example, reads “You may 
not alter Font Software for the purpose of adding any functionality…. You agree not to adapt, modify, 
alter, translate, convert, or otherwise change the Font Software….”202 Contrast this with FontShop’s 
standard licenses that says “You do have the right to modify and alter Font Software for you custom-
ary personal and business use….”203 Law librarians participating or advising in this area must therefore 
recognize the importance of reading the particular license agreement of a font before editing begins. 
Creating a font from scratch avoids the risk of unbalancing a finely-tuned professional font.204 
Creating custom fonts can have disadvantages too. First, they should be clearly labeled to avoid con-
fusion with professional fonts. Second, without kerning tables, custom fonts may produce poor char-
acter spacing. Finally, documents using custom fonts may not render correctly on systems without the 
custom fonts installed.205 Custom fonts must therefore be handled with great care.206 
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6.10 Teaching Typography 
Law librarians can try to incorporate typography into teaching. The typical law school first year legal 
writing and research curriculum only covers the most commonly used research sources as well as brief 
instruction on research problem solving.207 Some law schools may teach basic typographic principles 
concerning underlining, italics, and small caps because these are related to rules specified in The Blue-
book.208 Most law school legal writing courses do not cover typeface choice and line length optimiza-
tion.209 This is perhaps due to The Bluebook’s silence on many key typographic issues. For example, 
The Bluebook specifies that legal writing uses four “typefaces” (ordinary roman, underline, italicized, 
large and small caps) but the choice of “font” (Times New Roman, Courtier, etc.) may vary.210 Thus, 
future law review editors typically do not receive the basic concepts needed for improving typography 
in their legal writing class. 
Law librarians can help address this issue. Law librarians have taught legal research classes in 
law schools for many decades.211 As new research methods and new research platforms have devel-
oped along with rapid technological advancements, law librarians have had to adapt their teaching 
styles and subject matters to meet the needs of contemporary law students.212 Law librarians can there-
fore be highly innovative in the types of material they teach. While typography does not fit particularly 
well within the context of legal research instruction (it fits better within the context of legal writing 
instruction), law librarians can find other ways to introduce typographic principles to law student ed-
itors. For example, law librarians can provide brownbag style instructions and workshops, open to all 
interested law students, on the basic principles of typography. In this way, law librarians can also help 
educate the next generation of lawyers about the importance of typography in their professional work. 
6.11 Collection Development 
One of the main tasks of a library is to select, maintain, and provide access to relevant information 
resources.213 To facilitate this process, libraries typically adopt comprehensive collection development 
policies to guide them in their purchase and acquisition of new materials.214 Law librarians can use this 
tool to advance the goal of better typography, not only in law reviews, but in faculty scholarship and 
library publications as well. Law librarians should consider amending collection development policies, 
or work within existing policies, to add core typograph texts to their collections. This will enable 
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librarians to help law students and others answer typography questions. It will also allow library pa-
trons to learn more about typography on their own. The following is a list of core typography texts 
that would allow librarians to help law students enhance the typography of their law reviews: 
 
 Ellen Lupton, Thinking with Type: A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors, & Stu-
dents (2d ed. 2010) 
 Erik Spiekermann, Stop Stealing Sheep & Find Out How Type Works (3d ed. 2013) 
 Gavin Ambrose & Paul Harris, The Fundamentals of Typography (2d ed. 2011) 
 James Felici, The Complete Manual of Typography: A Guide to Setting Perfect Type (2d 
ed. 2011) 
 Jim Krause, Lessons in Typography: Must-know Typographic Principles Presented through 
Lessons, Exercises, and Examples (2015) 
 John Kane, A Type Primer (2d ed. 2011) 
 Matthew Butterick, Typography for Lawyers (2d ed. 2015) 
 Robert Bringhurst, The Elements of Typographic Style (4th ed. 2013) 
 Simon Garfield, Just My Type: A Book About Fonts (2012) 
 Stephen Coles, The Anatomy of Type: A Graphic Guide to 100 Typefaces (2012) 
 
In addition to the core print collection, librarians should also be aware of the key online typo-
graphic information resources: 
 
 Butterick’s Practical Typography (a web-based e-book offering general advice on typogra-
phy as well as sample documents)215 
 Fontology (a free online curriculum on using type, designed for students, educators, and pro-
fessionals).216 
 The 100 Best Typefaces of All Time (an independent typeface ranking website based on 
sales data, bestseller lists, and a jury of international experts)217 
7.0 Conclusion 
Typography is important for law reviews. As law reviews continue to seek new readers and 
hold their attention, law review editors must pay more attention to the basic typographical principles 
that make an article easy to read. I hope that this article has raised awareness of the variety of ways in 
which a law review can improve typography. While only a small first step, choosing a unique and 
interesting typeface other than the standard Times New Roman may greatly improve readability and 
provide a law review with greater flair and individuality. 
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8.0 Appendix 1 - Typefaces 
Title Heading Typeface Text Typeface Note Typeface 
Administrative Law Review Baskerville Baskerville Baskerville 
Akron Intellectual Property Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Akron Journal of Constitutional Law and Policy Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Akron Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Akron Tax Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Alabama Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Alaska Law Review Book Antiqua Book Antiqua Book Antiqua 
Albany Government Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Albany Law Journal of Science & Technology Century Century Century 
Albany Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
American Criminal Law Review Times Times Times 
American Indian Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
American University Business Law Review DIN A Garamond A Garamond 
American University International Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
American University Journal of Gender, Social Policy & the 
Law 
Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
American University Labor & Employment Law Forum Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
American University Law Review New Baskerville Std New Baskerville Std New Baskerville Std 
Annual Survey of International & Comparative Law Times Times Times 
Arbitration Brief Times New Roman PS Times New Roman PS Times New Roman PS 
Arizona Journal of Environmental Law & Policy Garamond Garamond Garamond 
Arizona Journal of International and Comparative Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Arizona Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Arizona State Law Journal  Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Arizona Summit Law Review Times Times Times 
Arkansas Law Review Helvetica Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Asian American Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Asian Pacific American Law Journal Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std 
Asian-Pacific Law & Policy Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Ave Maria Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Barry Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Baylor Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Belmont Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Berkeley Business Law Journal Times Times Times 
Berkeley Journal of African-American Law & Policy Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Berkeley Journal of Criminal Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Berkeley Journal of Employment and Labor Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Berkeley Journal of Entertainment and Sports Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Berkeley Journal of Gender, Law & Justice Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Berkeley Journal of International Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
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Berkeley Journal of Middle Eastern & Islamic Law Times Times Times 
Berkeley La Raza Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Berkeley Technology Law Journal Adobe Caslon Pro Adobe Caslon Pro Adobe Caslon Pro 
Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Boston College International and Comparative Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Boston College Journal of Law and Social Justice Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Boston College Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Boston University International Law Journal Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Boston University Journal of Science & Technology Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Boston University Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Brigham Young University Education and Law Journal New Century School-
book LT Std 
New Century School-
book LT Std 
New Century School-
book LT Std 
Brigham Young University Law Review Galliard Galliard Galliard 
Brigham-Kanner Property Rights Conference Journal Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial & Commercial Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Brooklyn Journal of International Law Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Brooklyn Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Buffalo Intellectual Property Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Buffalo Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Buffalo Public Interest Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Business & Bankruptcy Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
BYU Journal of Public Law Jason Text Jason Text LT Std Jason Text LT Std 
California Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
California Western Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Campbell Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Canada-United States Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Capital University Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Cardozo Journal of Law & Gender Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Cardozo Law Review Minion Pro Minion Pro Minion Pro Capt 
Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law Legal Modern Caps Legal Modern Legal Modern Footnote 
Case Western Reserve Journal of Law, Technology & the In-
ternet 
Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Case Western Reserve Law Review Legal Modern Caps Legal Modern Legal Modern Footnote 
Catholic University Journal of Law & Technology Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Catholic University Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Chapman Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Charleston Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Chicago Journal of International Law Garamond Garamond Garamond 
Chicago-Kent Journal of Intellectual Property Times Times Times 
Chicago-Kent Law Review Cambria Cambria Cambria 
Chicana/o-Latina/o Law Review Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std 
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Cleveland State Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Colorado Natural Resources, Energy & Environmental Law 
Review 
Times Times Times 
Colorado Technology Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Columbia Business Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 






Columbia Journal of Environmental Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Columbia Journal of Gender and Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Columbia Journal of Law & the Arts Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Columbia Journal of Race and Law Garamond Garamond Garamond 
Columbia Journal of Tax Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Columbia Journal of Transnational Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Columbia Law Review New Baskerville New Baskerville New Baskerville 
Columbia Law Review Sidebar New Baskerville ITC Pro New Baskerville ITC Pro New Baskerville ITC Pro 
Columbia Science and Technology Law Review Baskerville Normal Baskerville Normal Baskerville Normal 
Connecticut Insurance Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Connecticut Journal of International Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Connecticut Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Connecticut Law Review Online Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Connecticut Public Interest Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Cornell International Law Journal Berkeley Oldstyle Berkeley Oldstyle Berkeley Oldstyle 
Cornell Journal of Law and Public Policy Times Times Times 
Cornell Law Review Bookman Bookman Bookman 
Cornell Law Review Online Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Creighton International and Comparative Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 






CUNY Law Review New Baskerville New Baskerville New Baskerville 
Dartmouth Law Journal Times Times Times 
Delaware Journal of Corporate Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Denver Journal of International Law and Policy Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Denver Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
DePaul Business & Commercial Law Journal Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
DePaul Journal for Social Justice Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
DePaul Journal of Health Care Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
DePaul Journal of Women, Gender and the Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
DePaul Law Review Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Drake Journal of Agricultural Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Drake Law Review Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std 
Drake Law Review Discourse Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std 
Drexel Law Review Book Antiqua Book Antiqua Book Antiqua 
Duke Environmental Law & Policy Forum Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
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Duke Forum for Law & Social Change Book Antiqua Book Antiqua Book Antiqua 
Duke Journal of Comparative and International Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Duke Journal of Constitutional Law & Public Policy Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Duke Journal of Constitutional Law and Public Policy Sidebar Times Times Times 
Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy Book Antiqua Book Antiqua Book Antiqua 
Duke Law & Technology Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Duke Law Journal Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Duke Law Journal Online Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Duquesne Business Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Duquesne Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
East Asia Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Ecology Law Quarterly Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Elder Law Journal Palatino Palatino Palatino 
Elon Law Review New Baskerville New Baskerville New Baskerville 
Environmental and Earth Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Environmental Law [Review] Century Century Century 
Environs: Environmental Law and Policy Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Federal Communications Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
FIU Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Florida Coastal Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Florida Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Florida State University Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Fordham Environmental Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Fordham Intellectual Property, Media & Entertainment Law 
Journal 
Equity Caps A Equity Text A Equity Text A 
Fordham International Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Fordham Journal of Corporate and Financial Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Fordham Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Fordham Law Review Res Gestae Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Fordham Urban Law Journal Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std Times Ten LT Std 
George Mason Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
George Mason University Civil Rights Law Journal Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
George Washington Journal of Energy and Environmental 
Law 
Gill Sans A Garamond Pro A Garamond Pro 
George Washington Law Review Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
George Washington Law Review Arguendo Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Georgetown Environmental Law Review Times Times Times 
Georgetown Journal of International Law New Baskerville New Baskerville New Baskerville 
Georgetown Law Journal Times Times Times 
Georgetown Law Journal Online Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Georgia Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Georgia State University Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
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Global Business Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Golden Gate University Environmental Law Journal Times Times Times 
Golden Gate University Law Review Times Times Times 
Grove City College Journal of Law and Public Policy Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Hamline Journal of Public Law & Policy Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Hamline Law Review New Baskerville New Baskerville New Baskerville 
Harvard Business Law Review TNT Law Times Roman 
SC 
TNT Law Times TNT Law Times 
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review TNT Law Times Roman 
SC 
TNT Law Times TNT Law Times 
Harvard Environmental Law Review A Caslon A Caslon A Caslon 
Harvard Human Rights Journal Garamond Three Garamond Three Garamond Three 
Harvard International Law Journal TNT Law Gara SC TNT Law Gara TNT Law Gara 
Harvard Journal of Law & Gender TNT Law Times Roman 
SC 
TNT Law Times TNT Law Times 
Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy Palatino Linotype Palatino Linotype Palatino Linotype 
Harvard Journal of Law & Technology Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Harvard Journal of Sports and Entertainment Law TNT Law Gara SC TNT Law Gara TNT Law Gara 
Harvard Journal on Legislation TNT Law Times Roman 
SC 
TNT Law Times TNT Law Times 
Harvard Latino Law Review TNT Law Times Roman 
SC 
TNT Law Times TNT Law Times 
Harvard Law & Policy Review TNT Law Times Roman 
SC 
TNT Law Times TNT Law Times 
Harvard Law and Policy Review Online Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Harvard Law Review Old Style Seven Old Style Seven Old Style Seven 
Harvard Law Review Forum Old Style Seven Old Style Seven Old Style Seven 
Harvard National Security Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 






Hastings Business Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Hastings Law Journal Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
Hastings Race and Poverty Law Journal Palatino Linotype Palatino Linotype Palatino Linotype 
Hastings Science and Technology Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Hastings Women's Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Health Law & Policy Brief Times New Roman PS Times New Roman PS Times New Roman PS 
Health Matrix: Journal of Law-Medicine Legal Modern Caps Legal Modern Legal Modern Footnote 
HLRe: Off the Record Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Hofstra Labor & Employment Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Hofstra Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Homeland & National Security Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Houston Business and Tax Law Journal Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Houston Journal of Health Law & Policy Palatino Palatino Palatino 
Houston Journal of International Law Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Houston Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Howard Law Journal Times Ten Times Ten Times Ten 
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Human Rights Brief Times New Roman PS Times New Roman PS Times New Roman PS 
I/S: A Journal of Law and Policy for the Information Society Times New Roman Georgia Georgia 
Idaho Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
IDEA: The Journal of the Franklin Pierce Center for Intellec-
tual Property 
Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Indiana Health Law Review Century Century Century 
Indiana International & Comparative Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Indiana Journal of Law and Social Equality Constantia Constantia Constantia 
Indiana Law Journal Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Indiana Law Journal Supplement Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Indiana Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Intellectual Property & Technology Forum Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Intellectual Property Brief Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Intellectual Property Law Bulletin Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Intercultural Human Rights Law Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
International Law and Management Review Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
Iowa Law Review Iowa Law Review Iowa Law Review Iowa Law Review 
Iowa Law Review Bulletin Cambria Cambria Cambria 
Jeffrey S. Moorad Sports Law Journal New Baskerville New Baskerville New Baskerville 
John Marshall Journal of Information Technology and Privacy 
Law 
Century Century Century 
John Marshall Law Review Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
John Marshall Review of Intellectual Property Law Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook Century Schoolbook 
Journal of Animal & Environmental Law Times New Roman Times New Roman Times New Roman 
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Columbia Business Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 12 11 9 
Columbia Human Rights Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10 8.5 
Columbia Journal of Environmental Law Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
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Columbia Journal of Gender and Law Italics Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 11 11 9 
Columbia Journal of Law & the Arts Italics Outline Centered All Caps (Bold) 10 10 8 
Columbia Journal of Law and Social Prob-
lems 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 8 
Columbia Journal of Race and Law Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 10 
Columbia Journal of Tax Law Italics Outline Left All Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
Columbia Journal of Transnational Law Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 12 9 
Columbia Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Columbia Law Review Sidebar Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Columbia Science and Technology Law Re-
view 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Connecticut Insurance Law Journal Italics Outline Left All Caps 11 11 10 
Connecticut Journal of International Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Connecticut Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Connecticut Law Review Online Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Connecticut Public Interest Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Cornell International Law Journal Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 10 10 8.5 
Cornell Journal of Law and Public Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Cornell Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Cornell Law Review Online Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Creighton International and Comparative 
Law Journal 
_n/a Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 12 12 11 
Creighton Law Review Roman Outline Left All Caps 10 10 8 
CUNY Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
Dartmouth Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Delaware Journal of Corporate Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Denver Journal of International Law and 
Policy 
Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Denver Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
DePaul Business & Commercial Law Jour-
nal 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
DePaul Journal for Social Justice Italics Outline Left All Caps 12 12 10 
DePaul Journal of Health Care Law Roman Outline Centered All Caps (Bold) 11 11 8 
DePaul Journal of Women, Gender and the 
Law 
Italics Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 12 12 10 
DePaul Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Drake Journal of Agricultural Law Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Drake Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9.5 
Drake Law Review Discourse _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9.5 
Drexel Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 8 
Duke Environmental Law & Policy Forum Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Duke Forum for Law & Social Change _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Duke Journal of Comparative and Interna-
tional Law 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Duke Journal of Constitutional Law & 
Public Policy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Duke Journal of Constitutional Law and 
Public Policy Sidebar 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
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Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Duke Law & Technology Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 10 
Duke Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Duke Law Journal Online _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Duquesne Business Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 10 
Duquesne Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
East Asia Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
13 12 10 
Ecology Law Quarterly Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Elder Law Journal Italics Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 10.5 8.5 
Elon Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Environmental and Earth Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11.5 11.5 9.5 
Environmental Law [Review] Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Environs: Environmental Law and Policy 
Journal 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Federal Communications Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 13 11 9 
FIU Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Florida Coastal Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Florida Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 9 
Florida State University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Fordham Environmental Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Fordham Intellectual Property, Media & 
Entertainment Law Journal 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 9 
Fordham International Law Journal Roman Outline Centered All Caps (Italics) 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Fordham Journal of Corporate and Finan-
cial Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11.5 11.5 9.5 
Fordham Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Fordham Law Review Res Gestae _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Fordham Urban Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 9 
George Mason Law Review _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
George Mason University Civil Rights Law 
Journal 
_n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
George Washington Journal of Energy and 
Environmental Law 
_n/a Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 11 8 
George Washington Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
George Washington Law Review Ar-
guendo 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Georgetown Environmental Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Georgetown Journal of International Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Georgetown Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Georgetown Law Journal Online Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Georgia Journal of International and Com-
parative Law 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Georgia Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Georgia State University Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 8 
Global Business Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 9 
Golden Gate University Environmental 
Law Journal 
_n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
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Golden Gate University Law Review _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Grove City College Journal of Law and 
Public Policy 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Hamline Journal of Public Law & Policy _n/a Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 12 12 10 
Hamline Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Harvard Business Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law 
Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Environmental Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Human Rights Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Harvard International Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Harvard Journal of Law & Gender Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Harvard Journal of Law & Technology _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 10 8 
Harvard Journal of Sports and Entertain-
ment Law 
Roman Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 10 
Harvard Journal on Legislation Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Latino Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Law & Policy Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Law and Policy Review Online _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Harvard Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Harvard Law Review Forum _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Harvard National Security Journal Roman Outline Centered Title Case 12 12 10 
Harvard Negotiation Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Hastings Business Law Journal Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly _n/a Outline Centered Title Case (Bold) 12 11 8.5 
Hastings Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 7.5 
Hastings Race and Poverty Law Journal Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 13 11 9 
Hastings Science and Technology Law 
Journal 
Roman Outline Centered Title Case (Bold) 12 11 8.5 
Hastings Women's Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 12 11 9 
Health Law & Policy Brief _n/a Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 
(Color) 
10.5 10 8.5 
Health Matrix: Journal of Law-Medicine Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10.5 9 
HLRe: Off the Record Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Hofstra Labor & Employment Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Hofstra Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Homeland & National Security Law Re-
view 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Houston Business and Tax Law Journal Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Houston Journal of Health Law & Policy Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11.5 10.5 7.5 
Houston Journal of International Law Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Houston Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Howard Law Journal Roman Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Human Rights Brief _n/a n/a Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) (Color) 
11 10 9 
I/S: A Journal of Law and Policy for the 
Information Society 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 8.5 
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Idaho Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 10 10 8 
IDEA: The Journal of the Franklin Pierce 
Center for Intellectual Property 
Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Indiana Health Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Indiana International & Comparative Law 
Review 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Indiana Journal of Law and Social Equality _n/a Outline Left All Caps (Color) 12 12 10 
Indiana Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 9 
Indiana Law Journal Supplement Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 9 
Indiana Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Intellectual Property & Technology Forum Roman Outline Centered All Caps 12 12 10 
Intellectual Property Brief Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Intellectual Property Law Bulletin _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 8 
Intercultural Human Rights Law Review Roman Outline Centered Title Case (Italics) 12 12 10 
International Law and Management Re-
view 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Iowa Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Iowa Law Review Bulletin _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Jeffrey S. Moorad Sports Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
John Marshall Journal of Information 
Technology and Privacy Law 
Roman Outline Centered All Caps 10 10 8 
John Marshall Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 10 8.5 
John Marshall Review of Intellectual Prop-
erty Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8.5 
Journal of Animal & Environmental Law _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 12 12 10 
Journal of Animal and Natural Resource 
Law 
Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
14 12 10 
Journal of Business & Technology Law Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10 7.5 
Journal of Business & Technology Law 
Proxy 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10 7.5 
Journal of Business and Securities Law Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Journal of Business, Entrepreneurship and 
the Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Journal of Catholic Legal Studies _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Journal of Civil Rights and Economic De-
velopment 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Journal of Dispute Resolution _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10 8 
Journal of Environmental Law and Litiga-
tion 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8.5 
Journal of Ethics & Social Philosophy _n/a Tiered Left Title Case (Bold) 12 12 10 
Journal of Global Justice and Public Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Journal of Health & Biomedical Law Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 11 11 10 
Journal of Health Care Law & Policy Ap-
pendix 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Journal of Health Care Law and Policy _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Journal of High Technology Law Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Journal of International Aging Law & Pol-
icy 
_n/a Outline Left All Caps (Italics) 12 12 8 
Journal of International Business and Law Roman Outline Centered All Caps (Bold) 9.5 9.5 8 
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Journal of Land Use & Environmental Law Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Law & Politics Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Law and Commerce Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Law and Health _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 9 
Journal of Law and Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Law and Social Deviance _n/a Outline Left All Caps 12 12 9 
Journal of Law in Society Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Journal of Law, Economics & Policy Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Legislation Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Journal of National Security Law & Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Journal of Space Law _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Technology Law & Policy _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Underline) 
12 10 8 
Journal of the Legal Profession Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Journal of Transnational Law & Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Kentucky Journal of Equine, Agriculture, 
& Natural Resources Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Law and Business Review of the Americas Italics Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Law and Contemporary Problems _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Legislation & Policy Brief _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8 
Lewis & Clark Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Liberty University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Lincoln Memorial University Law Review Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 11 10 
Los Angeles Public Interest Law Journal Roman Outline Left All Caps (Italics) 12 12 10 
Louisiana Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 10 
Loyola Consumer Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Loyola Journal of Public Interest Law Roman Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 11 11 8.5 
Loyola Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps (Bold) 11 11 8.5 
Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law 
Review 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Loyola of Los Angeles International and 
Comparative Law Review 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 8.5 
Loyola University Chicago International 
Law Review 
Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 11 11 8.5 
Loyola University Chicago Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
LSU Journal of Energy Law and Resources _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 10 
Marquette Benefits & Social Welfare Law 
Review 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8.5 
Marquette Intellectual Property Law Re-
view 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Marquette Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Marquette Sports Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Maryland Journal of International Law _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Maryland Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Maryland Law Review Endnotes _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Mental Health Law and Policy Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
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Mercer Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Michigan Business & Entrepreneurial Law 
Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Michigan Journal of Environmental & Ad-
ministrative Law 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9 
Michigan Journal of Gender & Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Michigan Journal of International Law _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Michigan Journal of Race & Law Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8.5 
Michigan Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Michigan State International Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Michigan State Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Michigan Telecommunications and Tech-
nology Law Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Minnesota Journal of International Law _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Minnesota Journal of Law, Science & Tech-
nology 
Italics Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Minnesota Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Minnesota Law Review Headnotes Roman Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Mississippi Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10 8 
Mississippi Sports Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Missouri Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 10.5 9.5 
Mitchell Hamline Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Modern American _n/a Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 11 11 11 
Montana Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
National Black Law Journal Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
National Security Law Brief _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
National Security Law Journal Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Natural Resources Journal Italics Outline Centered All Caps (Bold) 10 10 8 
Nebraska Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 10 10 8 
Nevada Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
New England Law Review Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 10 10 8 
New England Law Review On Remand Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 10 10 8 
New Mexico Law Review Roman Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
New York Law School Law Review _n/a Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 8.5 10.5 8 
New York University Annual Survey of 
American Law 
Roman Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 9 
New York University Environmental Law 
Journal 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9.5 
New York University Journal of Intellec-
tual Property and Entertainment Law 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
14 14 12 
New York University Journal of Interna-
tional Law and Politics 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
New York University Journal of Law & 
Business 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
New York University Journal of Law & 
Liberty 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
10 10 8 
New York University Journal of Legislation 
and Public Policy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
New York University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
New York University Review of Law & So-
cial Change 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
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North Carolina Banking Institute [Journal] _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
North Carolina Journal of International 
Law and Commercial Regulation 
_n/a Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 12 9 
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technol-
ogy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
North Carolina Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
North Carolina Law Review Addendum _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
North Dakota Law Review Roman Outline Left All Caps 11 11 8.5 
Northeastern University Law Journal Italics Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 11 11 9 
Northern Illinois University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Northern Kentucky Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Northwestern Interdisciplinary Law Re-
view 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Northwestern Journal of International Law 
& Business 
Italics Outline Left All Caps 11 11 8 
Northwestern Journal of Law and Social 
Policy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Northwestern Journal of Technology and 
Intellectual Property 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Northwestern University Journal of Inter-
national Human Rights 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Northwestern University Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 10 8 
Notre Dame Journal of International & 
Comparative Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 9 9 8 
Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics & Pub-
lic Policy 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Notre Dame Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8.5 
Nova Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Ocean and Coastal Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Ohio Northern University Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Ohio State Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9.5 
Ohio State Law Journal Furthermore Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9.5 
Ohio State Law Journal Sixth Circuit Re-
view 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9.5 
Oklahoma City University Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Oklahoma Law Review Italics Outline Centered Title Case (Italics) 11 11 9 
Oregon Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Oregon Review of International Law Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8.5 
Pace Environmental Law Review _n/a Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 11 11 9 
Pace Intellectual Property, Sports & Enter-
tainment Law Forum 
Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Pace International Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Pace International Law Review Online 
Companion 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Pace Law Review Italics Outline Centered Title Case 11 11 9 
Pacific McGeorge Global Business & De-
velopment Law Journal 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Penn State Journal of Law and Interna-
tional Affairs 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Penn State Law Review Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Penn Statim Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
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Penn Undergraduate Law Journal Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 9 
Pepperdine Dispute Resolution Law Jour-
nal 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Pepperdine Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Pittsburgh Journal of Environmental and 
Public Health Law 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
10.5 10.5 10.5 
Pittsburgh Journal of Technology Law & 
Policy 
_n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Underline) 
12 10 8 
Pittsburgh Tax Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Public Interest Law Reporter _n/a n/a Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Public Land & Resources Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 9.5 
Quinnipiac Health Law Journal Roman Outline Left Title Case (Italics) 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Quinnipiac Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Regent University Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Resolved: Journal of Alternative Dispute 
Resolution 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
10 10 8 
Review of Banking and Financial Law Italics Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 
(Italics) 
11 11 10 
Richmond Journal of Global Law and Busi-
ness 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Richmond Journal of Law & Technology _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Richmond Journal of Law and the Public 
Interest 
Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Roger Williams University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10.5 9 
Rutgers Journal of Law & Public Policy Roman Outline Left All Caps 14 12 10 
Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Rutgers Law Journal Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 9 
Rutgers Race & the Law Review Italics Outline Centered Title Case (Bold) 13 11 9 
Rutgers University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Saint Louis University Journal of Health 
Law & Policy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Saint Louis University Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
Saint Louis University Public Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
San Joaquin Agricultural Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 8 
Santa Clara High Technology Law Journal Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Santa Clara Journal of International Law Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 11 10 8 
Santa Clara Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Savannah Law Review Roman Outline Left Title Case 10 10 9 
Seattle Journal for Social Justice Roman Outline Left Title Case 10 10 9 
Seattle Journal of Environmental Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10 8.5 
Seattle University Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Seton Hall Circuit Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Seton Hall Journal of Sports and Entertain-
ment Law 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 8.5 
Seton Hall Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 9 
Seton Hall Legislative Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
SMU Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
South Carolina Journal of International 
Law and Business 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10 9 
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Southern California Interdisciplinary Law 
Journal 
_n/a Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Southern California Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Southern California Law Review Postscript _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Southern California Review of Law and So-
cial Justice 
Roman Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Southern Illinois University Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
Southern University Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 9 
Southwestern Journal of International Law Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Southwestern Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Sports and Entertainment Law Journal Italics Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 12 12 10 
St. John's Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
St. Mary's Journal on Legal Malpractice and 
Ethics 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
St. Mary's Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
St. Thomas Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8.5 
Stanford Environmental Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Stanford Journal of Animal Law and Policy Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 12 
Stanford Journal of Civil Rights & Civil 
Liberties 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Stanford Journal of Complex Litigation Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Stanford Law & Policy Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Stanford Law Review Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 11 11 9.5 
Stanford Technology Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Stetson Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps (Italics) 11 11 8 
Suffolk Transnational Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 9 
Suffolk University Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 7.5 
Supra _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10.5 8 
Sustainable Development Law & Policy _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Color) 
12.5 10 8 
Syracuse Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
Temple International & Comparative Law 
Journal 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
10 10 8.5 
Temple Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 9.5 9.5 7.5 
Temple Political & Civil Rights Law Re-
view 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Tennessee Journal of Law and Policy Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 12 10 
Tennessee Journal of Race, Gender, & So-
cial Justice 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Texas Intellectual Property Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Title Case (Bold) 10 10 9 
Texas International Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 10 8 
Texas Law Review Italics Outline Left Title Case 11 11 8.5 
Texas Law Review See Also Italics Outline Left Title Case 11 11 8.5 
Texas Review of Law & Politics _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Texas Tech Administrative Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Texas Tech Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 8 
The Crit: A Critical Studies Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Thomas Jefferson Law Review _n/a Outline Centered All Caps 11 11 9 
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Thurgood Marshall Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Touro Law Review _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 9 
Transactions: The Tennessee Journal of 
Business Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 12 10 
Transportation Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Tulane Journal of Technology and Intellec-
tual Property 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Tulsa Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
U.C. Davis Journal of International Law & 
Policy 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
U.C. Davis Journal of Juvenile Law and 
Policy 
Roman Outline Centered All Caps 12 12 10 
U.C. Davis Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
UC Irvine Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
UCLA Entertainment Law Review _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 10 8 
UCLA Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8.5 
UCLA Journal of Islamic and Near Eastern 
Law 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
10 10 8 
UCLA Journal of Law and Technology _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
14 12 10 
UCLA Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8.5 
UCLA Law Review Discourse Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8.5 
UCLA Pacific Basin Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 10 8.5 
UCLA Women's Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8.5 
UMass Law Review Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Unbound: Harvard Journal of the Legal 
Left 
_n/a Outline Centered Title Case (Bold) 
(Italics) 
14 11 10 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock Law 
Review 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
University of Baltimore Journal of Interna-
tional Law 
Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 12 9 
University of Chicago Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Chicago Law Review Dia-
logue 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Cincinnati Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8 
University of Colorado Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
University of Dayton Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Denver Criminal Law Review Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
9 9 7 
University of Denver Sports and Entertain-
ment Law Journal 
Roman Outline Left All Caps (Bold) 12 12 10 
University of Detroit Mercy Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
University of Florida Journal of Law and 
Public Policy 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 9 
University of Illinois Journal of Law, Tech-
nology & Policy 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 7.5 
University of Illinois Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 7.5 
University of Kansas Law Review _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Louisville Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Maryland Law Journal of 
Race, Religion, Gender and Class 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
University of Memphis Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
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University of Miami Business Law Review Italics Outline Centered All Caps 12 11 9 
University of Miami Inter-American Law 
Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 8.5 
University of Miami International and 
Comparative Law Review 
Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
University of Miami Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
University of Miami National Security and 
Armed Conflict Law Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9 
University of Miami Race and Social Justice 
Law Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9 
University of Michigan Journal of Law Re-
form 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of New Hampshire Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Busi-
ness Law 
Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Con-
stitutional Law 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Con-
stitutional Law Online 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of In-
ternational Law 
Italics Tiered Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law 
and Social Change 
Italics Outline Centered All Caps 10 10 8 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review 
Online 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
University of Pittsburgh Law Review Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 10 8 
University of Richmond Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of San Francisco Law Review _n/a Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 11 8.5 
University of San Francisco Law Review 
Forum 
_n/a Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 12 12 10 
University of St. Thomas Journal of Law 
and Public Policy 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
University of St. Thomas Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
University of the Pacific Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
University of Toledo Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
UNLV Gaming Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Utah Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 10 
Utah Law Review OnLaw Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Valparaiso University Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment and 
Technology Law 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 8 
Vanderbilt Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Vanderbilt Law Review En Banc _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Vermont Journal of Environmental Law _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Vermont Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Villanova Environmental Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Villanova Law Review _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10 10 9 
Virginia Environmental Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Virginia Journal of International Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11.5 8.5 
Virginia Journal of Law and Technology Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
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Virginia Journal of Social Policy & the Law Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Virginia Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
Virginia Law Review Online Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9 
Wake Forest Journal of Business and Intel-
lectual Property Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
12 12 10 
Wake Forest Journal of Law & Policy _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Washburn Law Journal _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 7.5 
Washington and Lee Journal of Civil Rights 
and Social Justice 
_n/a Outline Centered Title Case (Italics) 11 11 9 
Washington and Lee Law Review Italics Outline Centered Title Case (Italics) 11 11 9 
Washington and Lee Law Review Online Italics Outline Centered Title Case (Italics) 11 11 9 
Washington International Law Journal Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
Washington Journal of Environmental Law 
& Policy 
Roman Outline Left All Caps 11 11 8 
Washington Journal of Law, Technology & 
Arts 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Washington Law Review Roman Outline Left All Caps 11 11 8 
Washington University Global Studies Law 
Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Washington University Journal of Law & 
Policy 
_n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Washington University Jurisprudence Re-
view 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Washington University Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
Wayne Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Western Michigan University Thomas M. 
Cooley Law Review 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Western New England Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8.5 
Widener Journal of Law, Economics & 
Race 
Roman Outline Left Title Case (Bold) 16 12 11 
Widener Law Journal Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 12 10 
Widener Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Willamette Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 8.5 
William & Mary Bill of Rights Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9.5 
William & Mary Business Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11.5 11.5 9.5 
William & Mary Environmental Law and 
Policy Review 
Roman Outline Left Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
William & Mary Journal of Women and the 
Law 
Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
William & Mary Law Review Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 8 
William & Mary Policy Review Italics Outline Left All Caps 12 12 10 
Wisconsin International Law Journal Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 8 
Wisconsin Journal of Law, Gender and So-
ciety 
Italics Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9 
Wisconsin Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Wisconsin Law Review Forward Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 11 11 9 
Wyoming Law Review Roman Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 12 11 9 
Yale Human Rights & Development Law 
Journal 
Italics Outline Centered All Caps 10 10 8 
Yale Journal of International Law _n/a Outline Centered Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 8 
Yale Journal of Law and Technology Italics Outline Left Large & Small Caps 
(Bold) 
11 11 9 
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Yale Law & Policy Review _n/a Outline Left Large & Small Caps 10.5 10.5 9.5 
Yale Law Journal Roman Outline Left Small Caps (Bold) 11 11 9 
Yale Law Journal Forum  Italics Outline Left Small Caps (Bold) 11 11 9 
 












Administrative Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
Akron Intellectual Property Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 70 
Akron Journal of Constitutional Law and Policy 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
Akron Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
Akron Tax Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
Alabama Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
Alaska Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.24 70 
Albany Government Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
Albany Law Journal of Science & Technology 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 61 
Albany Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
American Criminal Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 81 
American Indian Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
American University Business Law Review 2 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.27 72 
American University International Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 67 
American University Journal of Gender, Social Pol-
icy & the Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
American University Labor & Employment Law 
Forum 
2 Justified No Indent 1.15 76 
American University Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 68 
Annual Survey of International & Comparative Law 1 Justified Yes Space 1.15 71 
Arbitration Brief 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.17 72 
Arizona Journal of Environmental Law & Policy 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 83 
Arizona Journal of International and Comparative 
Law 
1 Justified No Indent 1.17 79 
Arizona Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 82 
Arizona State Law Journal  1 Justified No Indent 1.15 74 
Arizona Summit Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.19 77 
Arkansas Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 63 
Asian American Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.16 71 
Asian Pacific American Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.25 77 
Asian-Pacific Law & Policy Journal 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 76 
Ave Maria Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 77 
Barry Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 73 
Baylor Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Belmont Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 71 
Berkeley Business Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.26 76 
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Berkeley Journal of African-American Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 76 
Berkeley Journal of Criminal Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.22 70 
Berkeley Journal of Employment and Labor Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 79 
Berkeley Journal of Entertainment and Sports Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.26 79 
Berkeley Journal of Gender, Law & Justice 1 Justified No Indent 1.24 82 
Berkeley Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 71 
Berkeley Journal of Middle Eastern & Islamic Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 81 
Berkeley La Raza Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.16 82 
Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 70 
Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 77 
Boston College International and Comparative Law 
Review 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 62 
Boston College Journal of Law and Social Justice 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 79 
Boston College Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 80 
Boston University International Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 73 
Boston University Journal of Science & Technology 
Law 
1 Justified No Indent 1.14 76 
Boston University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 78 
Brigham Young University Education and Law 
Journal 
1 Justified No Indent 1.2 73 
Brigham Young University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 68 
Brigham-Kanner Property Rights Conference Jour-
nal 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.24 67 
Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial & Com-
mercial Law 
1 Justified No Indent 1.18 81 
Brooklyn Journal of International Law 1 Justified Yes Indent (Drop Cap) 1.18 66 
Brooklyn Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 72 
Buffalo Intellectual Property Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
Buffalo Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.08 60 
Buffalo Public Interest Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 68 
Business & Bankruptcy Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
BYU Journal of Public Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.25 68 
California Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 77 
California Western Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 68 
Campbell Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
Canada-United States Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 79 
Capital University Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
Cardozo Journal of Conflict Resolution 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 68 
Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative 
Law 
1 Justified No Indent 1.2 68 
Cardozo Journal of Law & Gender 2 Justified No Indent 1.32 82 
Cardozo Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.13 70 
Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 67 
Case Western Reserve Journal of Law, Technology 
& the Internet 
2 Justified No Indent 1.16 73 
Case Western Reserve Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 73 
Catholic University Journal of Law & Technology 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 78 
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Catholic University Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.14 79 
Chapman Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.08 62 
Charleston Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 62 
Chicago Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.12 80 
Chicago-Kent Journal of Intellectual Property 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 72 
Chicago-Kent Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 69 
Chicana/o-Latina/o Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 72 
Cleveland State Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.16 84 
Colorado Natural Resources, Energy & Environ-
mental Law Review 
1 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
Colorado Technology Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 71 
Columbia Business Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 58 
Columbia Human Rights Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 69 
Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 64 
Columbia Journal of Gender and Law 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 91 
Columbia Journal of Law & the Arts 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 82 
Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 65 
Columbia Journal of Race and Law 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 102 
Columbia Journal of Tax Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 86 
Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.04 68 
Columbia Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 72 
Columbia Law Review Sidebar 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 76 
Columbia Science and Technology Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.24 64 
Connecticut Insurance Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.17 74 
Connecticut Journal of International Law 2 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 1.17 79 
Connecticut Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 71 
Connecticut Law Review Online 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 70 
Connecticut Public Interest Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 75 
Cornell International Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 72 
Cornell Journal of Law and Public Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 73 
Cornell Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 61 
Cornell Law Review Online 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 64 
Creighton International and Comparative Law Jour-
nal 
1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 63 
Creighton Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.19 69 
CUNY Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 63 
Dartmouth Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Delaware Journal of Corporate Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 77 
Denver Journal of International Law and Policy 2 Justified No Indent 1.21 80 
Denver Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.18 73 
DePaul Business & Commercial Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 71 
DePaul Journal for Social Justice 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 65 
DePaul Journal of Health Care Law 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 75 
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DePaul Journal of Women, Gender and the Law 1 Left No Indent 2.3 93 
DePaul Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 70 
Drake Journal of Agricultural Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 80 
Drake Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.14 77 
Drake Law Review Discourse 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.14 79 
Drexel Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.3 67 
Duke Environmental Law & Policy Forum 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
Duke Forum for Law & Social Change 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 80 
Duke Journal of Comparative and International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Duke Journal of Constitutional Law & Public Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.19 77 
Duke Journal of Constitutional Law and Public Pol-
icy Sidebar 
1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 78 
Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 78 
Duke Law & Technology Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.17 72 
Duke Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
Duke Law Journal Online 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Duquesne Business Law Journal 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 69 
Duquesne Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 61 
East Asia Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 68 
Ecology Law Quarterly 1 Justified No Indent 1.26 80 
Elder Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent (Raised Cap) 1.24 75 
Elon Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.24 70 
Environmental and Earth Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.22 70 
Environmental Law [Review] 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 76 
Environs: Environmental Law and Policy Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.25 80 
Federal Communications Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 75 
FIU Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 76 
Florida Coastal Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.17 75 
Florida Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.09 77 
Florida State University Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.19 68 
Fordham Environmental Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.17 71 
Fordham Intellectual Property, Media & Entertain-
ment Law Journal 
1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.17 69 
Fordham International Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.13 67 
Fordham Journal of Corporate and Financial Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.22 68 
Fordham Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 74 
Fordham Law Review Res Gestae 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 75 
Fordham Urban Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 66 
George Mason Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.17 83 
George Mason University Civil Rights Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 64 
George Washington Journal of Energy and Envi-
ronmental Law 
1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 1.09 56 
George Washington Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.27 70 
George Washington Law Review Arguendo 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 70 
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Georgetown Environmental Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 79 
Georgetown Journal of International Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 68 
Georgetown Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 77 
Georgetown Law Journal Online 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.27 73 
Georgia Journal of International and Comparative 
Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.14 77 
Georgia Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 65 
Georgia State University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.25 68 
Global Business Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 81 
Golden Gate University Environmental Law Jour-
nal 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 74 
Golden Gate University Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 70 
Grove City College Journal of Law and Public Pol-
icy 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.64 64 
Hamline Journal of Public Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 66 
Hamline Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.19 75 
Harvard Business Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 76 
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 73 
Harvard Environmental Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.11 69 
Harvard Human Rights Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.07 75 
Harvard International Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.09 75 
Harvard Journal of Law & Gender 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 72 
Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 64 
Harvard Journal of Law & Technology 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.17 70 
Harvard Journal of Sports and Entertainment Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 77 
Harvard Journal on Legislation 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 77 
Harvard Latino Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.11 74 
Harvard Law & Policy Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 75 
Harvard Law and Policy Review Online 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 72 
Harvard Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent (Drop Cap) 1.09 71 
Harvard Law Review Forum 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.09 71 
Harvard National Security Journal 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 77 
Harvard Negotiation Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.24 69 
Hastings Business Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 62 
Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 67 
Hastings Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 76 
Hastings Race and Poverty Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.34 68 
Hastings Science and Technology Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
Hastings Women's Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
Health Law & Policy Brief 1 Justified No Space 1.3 86 
Health Matrix: Journal of Law-Medicine 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 70 
HLRe: Off the Record 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 63 
Hofstra Labor & Employment Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
Hofstra Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
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Homeland & National Security Law Review 1 Left No Indent & Space 1.15 65 
Houston Business and Tax Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 64 
Houston Journal of Health Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.26 67 
Houston Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 64 
Houston Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 64 
Howard Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 68 
Human Rights Brief 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 
(Skip First) (Drop 
Cap) 
1.2 62 
I/S: A Journal of Law and Policy for the Infor-
mation Society 
1 Justified No Indent 1.13 66 
Idaho Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.21 82 
IDEA: The Journal of the Franklin Pierce Center 
for Intellectual Property 
1 Justified No Indent 1.15 59 
Indiana Health Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 60 
Indiana International & Comparative Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 69 
Indiana Journal of Law and Social Equality 1 Justified No Indent 1.4 83 
Indiana Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 83 
Indiana Law Journal Supplement 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 81 
Indiana Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.09 81 
Intellectual Property & Technology Forum 1 Justified No Indent 2.3 97 
Intellectual Property Brief 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 77 
Intellectual Property Law Bulletin 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Intercultural Human Rights Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 66 
International Law and Management Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 72 
Iowa Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.25 76 
Iowa Law Review Bulletin 1 Justified No Indent 1.26 78 
Jeffrey S. Moorad Sports Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.18 59 
John Marshall Journal of Information Technology 
and Privacy Law 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 71 
John Marshall Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.21 65 
John Marshall Review of Intellectual Property Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.21 82 
Journal of Animal & Environmental Law 1 Justified No Indent 2.3 99 
Journal of Animal and Natural Resource Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 71 
Journal of Business & Technology Law 1 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Large & Small 
Caps) 
1.2 83 
Journal of Business & Technology Law Proxy 2 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Large & Small 
Caps) 
1.21 79 
Journal of Business and Securities Law 1 Justified No Indent & Space 2.3 76 
Journal of Business, Entrepreneurship and the Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.22 86 
Journal of Catholic Legal Studies 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 64 
Journal of Civil Rights and Economic Development 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
Journal of Dispute Resolution 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 83 
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Journal of Environmental Law and Litigation 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
Journal of Ethics & Social Philosophy 1 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.14 71 
Journal of Global Justice and Public Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 71 
Journal of Health & Biomedical Law 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.31 86 
Journal of Health Care Law & Policy Appendix 1 Justified No Indent 1.31 86 
Journal of Health Care Law and Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.21 69 
Journal of High Technology Law 2 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.17 70 
Journal of International Aging Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 65 
Journal of International Business and Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.25 88 
Journal of Land Use & Environmental Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 66 
Journal of Law & Politics 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 75 
Journal of Law and Commerce 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 73 
Journal of Law and Health 1 Justified No Indent 1.16 83 
Journal of Law and Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 67 
Journal of Law and Social Deviance 1 Justified No Indent 1.73 50 
Journal of Law in Society 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 71 
Journal of Law, Economics & Policy 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 73 
Journal of Legislation 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 85 
Journal of National Security Law & Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 81 
Journal of Space Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.21 63 
Journal of Technology Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.3 70 
Journal of the Legal Profession 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 72 
Journal of Transnational Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 66 
Kentucky Journal of Equine, Agriculture, & Natural 
Resources Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.15 74 
Law and Business Review of the Americas 2 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.14 72 
Law and Contemporary Problems 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 78 
Legislation & Policy Brief 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 76 
Lewis & Clark Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 74 
Liberty University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 77 
Lincoln Memorial University Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.25 62 
Los Angeles Public Interest Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 2.3 96 
Louisiana Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 74 
Loyola Consumer Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.09 66 
Loyola Journal of Public Interest Law 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 62 
Loyola Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 63 
Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
Loyola of Los Angeles International and Compara-
tive Law Review 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 77 
Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 66 
Loyola University Chicago International Law Re-
view 
1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.1 81 
Loyola University Chicago Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 70 
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LSU Journal of Energy Law and Resources 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 72 
Marquette Benefits & Social Welfare Law Review 2 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 1.39 62 
Marquette Intellectual Property Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 78 
Marquette Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
Marquette Sports Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 78 
Maryland Journal of International Law 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.08 69 
Maryland Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 69 
Maryland Law Review Endnotes 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 75 
Mental Health Law and Policy Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 65 
Mercer Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 71 
Michigan Business & Entrepreneurial Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.2 73 
Michigan Journal of Environmental & Administra-
tive Law 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.19 76 
Michigan Journal of Gender & Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 70 
Michigan Journal of International Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 74 
Michigan Journal of Race & Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 73 
Michigan Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 75 
Michigan State International Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 73 
Michigan State Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 64 
Michigan Telecommunications and Technology 
Law Review 
1 Justified No Indent 1.19 74 
Minnesota Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 70 
Minnesota Journal of Law, Science & Technology 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 62 
Minnesota Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 68 
Minnesota Law Review Headnotes 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 69 
Mississippi Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 64 
Mississippi Sports Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.26 66 
Missouri Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.16 79 
Mitchell Hamline Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 66 
Modern American 1 Justified No Indent 1.27 46 
Montana Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 75 
National Black Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 72 
National Security Law Brief 1 Left No Indent 1.2 101 
National Security Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.22 66 
Natural Resources Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 83 
Nebraska Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.1 69 
Nevada Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.21 79 
New England Law Review 1 Justified No Indent (Drop Cap) 1.26 72 
New England Law Review On Remand 1 Justified No Indent (Drop Cap) 1.27 73 
New Mexico Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 72 
New York Law School Law Review 1 Justified No Indent (Swash) 1.19 87 
New York University Annual Survey of American 
Law 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.09 66 
New York University Environmental Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.13 66 
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New York University Journal of Intellectual Prop-
erty and Entertainment Law 
1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 83 
New York University Journal of International Law 
and Politics 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.1 62 
New York University Journal of Law & Business 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.09 61 
New York University Journal of Law & Liberty 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.37 66 
New York University Journal of Legislation and 
Public Policy 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 71 
New York University Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 69 
New York University Review of Law & Social 
Change 
1 Justified No Indent 1.2 80 
North Carolina Banking Institute [Journal] 2 Justified No Indent 1.26 69 
North Carolina Journal of International Law and 
Commercial Regulation 
2 Justified No Indent 1.13 67 
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology 1 Justified No Indent 1.26 65 
North Carolina Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 68 
North Carolina Law Review Addendum 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 68 
North Dakota Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
Northeastern University Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 68 
Northern Illinois University Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 75 
Northern Kentucky Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 77 
Northwestern Interdisciplinary Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
Northwestern Journal of International Law & Busi-
ness 
1 Justified No Indent 1.09 72 
Northwestern Journal of Law and Social Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 75 
Northwestern Journal of Technology and Intellec-
tual Property 
1 Justified No Indent 1.15 88 
Northwestern University Journal of International 
Human Rights 
1 Left No Indent 1.15 88 
Northwestern University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Notre Dame Journal of International & Compara-
tive Law 
1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 1.22 77 
Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics & Public Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 69 
Notre Dame Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 79 
Nova Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 77 
Ocean and Coastal Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
Ohio Northern University Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 75 
Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.17 82 
Ohio State Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 75 
Ohio State Law Journal Furthermore 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 78 
Ohio State Law Journal Sixth Circuit Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.16 77 
Oklahoma City University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
Oklahoma Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Oregon Law Review 1 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.18 70 
Oregon Review of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 67 
Pace Environmental Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 62 
Pace Intellectual Property, Sports & Entertainment 
Law Forum 
2 Left No Indent 1.2 85 
Pace International Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 64 
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Pace International Law Review Online Companion 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 63 
Pace Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 62 
Pacific McGeorge Global Business & Development 
Law Journal 
1 Justified No Indent 1.18 80 
Penn State Journal of Law and International Affairs 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 67 
Penn State Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 66 
Penn Statim 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 93 
Penn Undergraduate Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 81 
Pepperdine Dispute Resolution Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 74 
Pepperdine Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.14 72 
Pittsburgh Journal of Environmental and Public 
Health Law 
1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.24 75 
Pittsburgh Journal of Technology Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.3 82 
Pittsburgh Tax Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 74 
Public Interest Law Reporter 1 Justified Yes Space (Drop Cap) 1.27 79 
Public Land & Resources Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.27 67 
Quinnipiac Health Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 64 
Quinnipiac Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
Regent University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.21 72 
Resolved: Journal of Alternative Dispute Resolution 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.44 94 
Review of Banking and Financial Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.17 68 
Richmond Journal of Global Law and Business 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 70 
Richmond Journal of Law & Technology 1 Justified No Indent & Space 
(Numbered) 
1.15 72 
Richmond Journal of Law and the Public Interest 2 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.2 74 
Roger Williams University Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 65 
Rutgers Journal of Law & Public Policy 2 Justified No Indent 2.15 62 
Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion 2 Justified No Indent 1.22 67 
Rutgers Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 76 
Rutgers Race & the Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
Rutgers University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.22 68 
Saint Louis University Journal of Health Law & Pol-
icy 
1 Justified No Indent 1.23 76 
Saint Louis University Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.24 78 
Saint Louis University Public Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.24 76 
San Joaquin Agricultural Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 70 
Santa Clara High Technology Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 70 
Santa Clara Journal of International Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.36 81 
Santa Clara Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 61 
Savannah Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 80 
Seattle Journal for Social Justice 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 72 
Seattle Journal of Environmental Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.5 69 
Seattle University Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 74 
Seton Hall Circuit Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 73 
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Seton Hall Journal of Sports and Entertainment 
Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.04 60 
Seton Hall Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 66 
Seton Hall Legislative Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 68 
SMU Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.14 74 
South Carolina Journal of International Law and 
Business 
2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 68 
Southern California Interdisciplinary Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 73 
Southern California Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 74 
Southern California Law Review Postscript 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 72 
Southern California Review of Law and Social Jus-
tice 
1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 72 
Southern Illinois University Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
Southern University Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.21 65 
Southwestern Journal of International Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 69 
Southwestern Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 75 
Sports and Entertainment Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 58 
St. John's Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 64 
St. Mary's Journal on Legal Malpractice and Ethics 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 69 
St. Mary's Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 83 
St. Thomas Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 70 
Stanford Environmental Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.13 66 
Stanford Journal of Animal Law and Policy 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 79 
Stanford Journal of Civil Rights & Civil Liberties 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 79 
Stanford Journal of Complex Litigation 1 Justified No Indent 1.19 78 
Stanford Law & Policy Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.21 77 
Stanford Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 77 
Stanford Technology Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.19 76 
Stetson Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 66 
Suffolk Transnational Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.12 64 
Suffolk University Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 79 
Supra 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.25 64 
Sustainable Development Law & Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.3 63 
Syracuse Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.13 70 
Temple International & Comparative Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 78 
Temple Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.25 80 
Temple Political & Civil Rights Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 68 
Tennessee Journal of Law and Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 57 
Tennessee Journal of Race, Gender, & Social Justice 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 69 
Texas Intellectual Property Law Journal 2 Justified Yes Space 1.17 79 
Texas International Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 92 
Texas Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 75 
Texas Law Review See Also 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 73 
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Texas Review of Law & Politics 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 67 
Texas Tech Administrative Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.19 76 
Texas Tech Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.21 74 
The Crit: A Critical Studies Journal 1 Left No Indent 1.15 98 
Thomas Jefferson Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 68 
Thurgood Marshall Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
Touro Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.16 69 
Transactions: The Tennessee Journal of Business 
Law 
1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.13 71 
Transportation Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.19 71 
Tulane Journal of Technology and Intellectual Prop-
erty 
2 Justified No Indent 1.11 71 
Tulsa Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.31 91 
U.C. Davis Journal of International Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 75 
U.C. Davis Journal of Juvenile Law and Policy 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 73 
U.C. Davis Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.11 69 
UC Irvine Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.23 82 
UCLA Entertainment Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 86 
UCLA Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.26 64 
UCLA Journal of Islamic and Near Eastern Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 81 
UCLA Journal of Law and Technology 1 Left No Indent 2.3 93 
UCLA Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 83 
UCLA Law Review Discourse 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.22 76 
UCLA Pacific Basin Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 72 
UCLA Women's Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 68 
UMass Law Review 1 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.04 69 
Unbound: Harvard Journal of the Legal Left 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 86 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 76 
University of Baltimore Journal of International 
Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.17 63 
University of Chicago Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 64 
University of Chicago Law Review Dialogue 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 64 
University of Cincinnati Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.13 67 
University of Colorado Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 58 
University of Dayton Law Review 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.18 75 
University of Denver Criminal Law Review 1 Left No Indent & Space 1.17 88 
University of Denver Sports and Entertainment 
Law Journal 
2 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.15 67 
University of Detroit Mercy Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 74 
University of Florida Journal of Law and Public Pol-
icy 
1 Justified No Indent 1.08 74 
University of Illinois Journal of Law, Technology & 
Policy 
2 Justified No Indent 1.14 78 
University of Illinois Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 72 
University of Kansas Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
University of Louisville Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
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University of Maryland Law Journal of Race, Reli-
gion, Gender and Class 
2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 69 
University of Memphis Law Review 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 67 
University of Miami Business Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 71 
University of Miami Inter-American Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.17 68 
University of Miami International and Comparative 
Law Review 
1 Justified No Indent 1.21 58 
University of Miami Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.15 68 
University of Miami National Security and Armed 
Conflict Law Review 
2 Justified No Indent 1.15 72 
University of Miami Race and Social Justice Law Re-
view 
1 Justified No Indent 1.15 69 
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 67 
University of New Hampshire Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.17 75 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Business Law 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 73 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Constitutional 
Law 
2 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 57 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Constitutional 
Law Online 
2 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 77 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of International 
Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.18 63 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law and So-
cial Change 
1 Justified No Indent 1.17 96 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review Online 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 72 
University of Pittsburgh Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.3 82 
University of Richmond Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent & Space 1.18 72 
University of San Francisco Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Raised Cap) 
1.18 71 
University of San Francisco Law Review Forum 1 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Large & Small 
Caps) 
1.08 75 
University of St. Thomas Journal of Law and Public 
Policy 
1 Justified No Indent 1.18 74 
University of St. Thomas Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 74 
University of the Pacific Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 89 
University of Toledo Law Review 2 Justified No Indent (Drop Cap) 1.09 77 
UNLV Gaming Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.14 78 
Utah Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 76 
Utah Law Review OnLaw 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 80 
Valparaiso University Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.25 71 
Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment and Technol-
ogy Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.2 67 
Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.22 66 
Vanderbilt Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 67 
Vanderbilt Law Review En Banc 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 68 
Vermont Journal of Environmental Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 73 
Vermont Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.19 75 
Villanova Environmental Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.18 66 
Villanova Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.2 74 
Virginia Environmental Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.13 69 
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Virginia Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 73 
Virginia Journal of Law and Technology 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 63 
Virginia Journal of Social Policy & the Law 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.2 73 
Virginia Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.13 72 
Virginia Law Review Online 1 Justified Yes Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.13 69 
Wake Forest Journal of Business and Intellectual 
Property Law 
2 Justified No Indent 1.15 71 
Wake Forest Journal of Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent (Skip First) 
(Drop Cap) 
1.22 65 
Washburn Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.23 72 
Washington and Lee Journal of Civil Rights and So-
cial Justice 
2 Justified No Indent 1.18 76 
Washington and Lee Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 63 
Washington and Lee Law Review Online 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 65 
Washington International Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent & Space 1.15 75 
Washington Journal of Environmental Law & Pol-
icy 
1 Justified No Indent 1.18 61 
Washington Journal of Law, Technology & Arts 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 64 
Washington Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 71 
Washington University Global Studies Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 74 
Washington University Journal of Law & Policy 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 65 
Washington University Jurisprudence Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 73 
Washington University Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 72 
Wayne Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 72 
Western Michigan University Thomas M. Cooley 
Law Review 
1 Justified No Indent 1.15 67 
Western New England Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.2 70 
Widener Journal of Law, Economics & Race 2 Left No Indent 2.3 96 
Widener Law Journal 2 Justified No Indent 1.15 65 
Widener Law Review 2 Justified No Indent 1.09 76 
Willamette Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.13 70 
William & Mary Bill of Rights Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.28 83 
William & Mary Business Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 73 
William & Mary Environmental Law and Policy Re-
view 
1 Justified Yes Indent 1.23 75 
William & Mary Journal of Women and the Law 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 68 
William & Mary Law Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.21 69 
William & Mary Policy Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.15 59 
Wisconsin International Law Journal 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
Wisconsin Journal of Law, Gender and Society 1 Justified No Indent 1.14 77 
Wisconsin Law Review 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 69 
Wisconsin Law Review Forward 1 Justified No Indent 1.18 70 
Wyoming Law Review 1 Justified No Indent & Space 1.2 81 
Yale Human Rights & Development Law Journal 2 Justified Yes Indent 1.22 74 
Yale Journal of International Law 1 Justified No Indent 1.21 78 
Yale Journal of Law and Technology 1 Justified No Indent 1.2 62 
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Yale Law & Policy Review 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.12 80 
Yale Law Journal 1 Justified Yes Indent 1.2 80 
Yale Law Journal Forum  1 Justified No Indent 1.2 78 
 
